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Executive Summary 
 
The Call to Action 
 
As stated in Executive Order (EO) 14019, Promoting Access to Voting [1], the right 
to vote is the foundation of American democracy. The EO further recognizes that 
“People with disabilities continue to face barriers to voting and are denied legally 
required accommodations in exercising their fundamental rights and the ability to 
vote privately and independently.” This NIST Special Publication (the report) is 
intended to contribute to the efforts of improving accessibility for voters by making 
recommendations that help to remove barriers for people with disabilities to vote 
privately and independently.   
 
NIST has a decades-long history in addressing the accessibility and usability of 
voting systems and processes through technical research based in human factors 
to develop guidance as part of its NIST Voting Program. Drawing on this expertise 
and using its robust stakeholder engagement processes, NIST produced this NIST 
Special Publication in response to its responsibilities described in Section 7 of the 
EO. NIST is specifically tasked to:  

1. Evaluate the steps needed to ensure that the online National Voter 
Registration Form1 [2] is accessible to people with disabilities, and  

2. Identify barriers and publish recommendations to remove barriers 
preventing individuals with disabilities from accessing voter registration 
systems and voting technology, using vote-by-mail, and voting at in-person 
polling locations, as well as recommendations that address training and 
documentation for poll workers to help support accessibility.   

 
In addition to analysis of relevant, published material, NIST relied on three 
activities seeking information, insight, and opinion from stakeholders, including 
advocacy groups, election officials, federal agencies, developers of voting 
equipment, researchers, and voters experiencing difficulties voting in a private and 
independent manner.   

1. NIST used public responses to a Request for Information (RFI) to better 
understand the challenges voters with disabilities encounter in all aspects of 
the voting process, and suggested recommendations to remove the barriers. 
Most responses were from individual voters with disabilities detailing 
challenges that limited their ability to vote privately and independently, and 
in some cases inhibited voting altogether. Readers are encouraged to review 
these RFI responses [3] to understand the challenges expressed by these 
voters.   

 
1 The Election Assistance Commission (EAC) provides this registration form, otherwise known as the National 
Mail Voter Registration Form, which can be used to register U.S. citizens to vote and update voter information. 
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2. NIST engaged with disability voting rights advocates, voting and election 
stakeholders, and federal agencies to better understand the range of 
difficulties voters with disabilities experience. These discussions included the 
entire voting experience including accessing voter information, registering to 
vote, proving their identity, marking a ballot, casting a vote, and accessing a 
polling place – aspects of voting that many people take for granted. 

3. NIST relied on the comments received on the draft report [4] to improve this 
final report. 

 
Core Assertions to Guide NIST Analysis 
 
Five core assertions emerged across the material NIST reviewed and guided the 
analysis about improving independent and private voting for people with 
disabilities.  
 

1. Equal access, including the right to vote privately and independently, is of 
utmost importance to voters with disabilities. 

2. Many barriers exist for voters across a wide range of disabilities. 
3. More choices mean more accessibility and better design for all voters. 
4. Multiple standards, laws, guidelines, and best practices exist that increase 

accessibility. 
5. Accessibility must be a priority throughout the design of all voting 

technology.   
 
Addressing Systemic Barriers  
 
This report offers recommendations to remove barriers to accessible voting. 
Because there is a wide variability among state and local jurisdictions, this report 
does not analyze the efforts to identify and address barriers in any specific 
location. Furthermore, this report does not make suggestions for how any 
individual state or local jurisdiction should implement a recommendation.  
 
NIST received many suggestions for how the federal government and specific 
federal agencies could help improve the ability for people with disabilities to vote 
privately and independently. This report recommends actions for the federal 
government but does not offer recommendations for specific federal agencies. The 
report recommends the establishment of an interagency working group of federal 
agencies to tackle barriers and implement these recommendations in a holistic 
manner, combining legal, technical, policy responsibilities, and expertise. The 
report also recommends significant stakeholder engagement in the working 
group’s activities.   
 
The report is provided for all stakeholders to use, based on their own context and 
efforts to improve voting accessibility for voters with disabilities. 
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This report identifies five systemic barriers to privately and independently voting 
that voters with disabilities face throughout the voting process.  
 

1. Inconsistent implementation of laws, regulations, and guidelines addressing 
accessibility for voters.  

2. Gaps in accessible communication and information. 
3. Inaccessibility of paper, especially for voters with print disabilities. 
4. Limitations of current voting technology in prioritizing accessibility. 
5. Situational challenges that create extra obstacles throughout the voting 

process. 
 
This report describes recommended actions to overcome these barriers and 
promote access to voting for voters with disabilities. In many cases, the report 
recommends that existing best practices and guidance be broadly applied to voting 
systems and processes across the country.  For some recommendations, examples 
highlight existing guidance, best practices, and research currently put into practice 
by federal, state, and local governments, as well as by researchers, industry, and 
advocacy groups.  The five recommendations to address systemic barriers are to:  
 

1. Create guidance to support compliance with laws, regulations, and guidelines 
for improving voter access. 

2. Improve dissemination, outreach, and accessibility of voting information. 
3. Provide options for accessible voting. 
4. Integrate the disability community into all aspects of voting. 
5. Conduct research and development to improve efficiency and effectiveness 

of accessible voting. 
 
Addressing Barriers in the Voting Process 
 
This report presents recommendations to address barriers identified in specific 
aspects of the voting process that includes voter registration and the National Mail 
Voter Registration Form (Sec. 3), vote-by-mail (Sec. 4), using voting technology 
for in-person voting (Sec. 5), polling locations (Sec. 6), and training and 
documentation for poll workers (Sec. 7).   
 
Voter Registration and the National Mail Voter Registration Form (NMVRF) 
The voter registration process could be improved in many ways to reduce barriers 
that voters with disabilities encounter. Expanding access to online voter 
registration services and increasing compliance with federal laws, such as the 
National Voter Registration Act [15] and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
[5][6], may increase access to voting for voters with disabilities. This would reduce 
the barriers that many voters with disabilities experience as they retrieve, fill out, 
and return the forms. Improving widespread availability of online registration 
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services would also reduce the reliance on paper, which is inaccessible or difficult 
to use for many voters with disabilities, especially those with print disabilities. 
 
Though the NMVRF itself is an accessible, fillable Portable Document Format (PDF), 
the process of using it is not fully accessible. Currently the form is designed to be 
printed out and mailed in, which poses challenges for some voters with disabilities 
who may have difficulties handling paper or consistently signing their name. 
Updating the process to leverage current technologies may provide voters with 
disabilities an accessible form that is also easy to use and improves the efficiency 
for transmitting, processing, and updating registration information directly with 
the states. Recommendations are to:  

• Increase the use of automatic voter registration (AVR) and other methods 
where voter registration could be combined with other interactions with 
government. 

• Modernize the National Mail Voter Registration Form (NMVRF) experience. 
• Increase access and improve accessibility to online voter registration 

services. 
 
Vote-by-Mail Improving the vote-by-mail process makes it easier for voters with 
disabilities to use this method, increasing access. Vote-by-mail may also be 
improved by increasing the accessibility and usability of electronic blank ballot 
delivery through Remote Accessible Vote by Mail (RAVBM2) for voters with 
disabilities. Current processes of returning paper ballots could also be improved to 
make the process more efficient and clearer to voters with disabilities as well as 
conducting research to improve the accessibility of this process for voters with 
print disabilities. Recommendations are to:  

• Improve access to vote-by-mail. 
• Expand accessible electronic options for requesting, receiving, reading, and 

marking blank ballots as an alternative to paper-based vote-by-mail. 
• Continue research on accessible methods for verifying, signing, and 

returning the ballot for voters with print disabilities. 
• Increase accessibility for completing and returning paper ballots by 

decreasing physical barriers for vote-by-mail. 
• Change procedures for signature processing to support voters with 

disabilities. 
 
Using In-person Voting Technology Existing voting technology can address 
many barriers voters with disabilities experience marking a paper ballot in person 
on election day; however, voters still encounter many challenges with voting 
technology when voting in person, especially with verification and casting the 
ballot. Recommendations are made to improve the use of existing in-person voting 
technology, as well as areas of future research needed to better support voters 

 
2 See Sec. 4 for a full discussion of Remote Accessible Vote by Mail (RAVBM). 
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with disabilities in casting their votes on accessible voting systems. 
Recommendations are to:  

• Certify accessible voting systems to Voluntary Voting System Guidelines 
(VVSG) 2.0 [14]. 

• Provide enough up-to-date and functioning accessible voting systems based 
on community needs. 

• Improve ballot design to support accessibility. 
• Continue to improve accessible voting systems, especially for verifying and 

casting a paper ballot. 
 
Voting at Polling Locations When individuals with disabilities go in person to 
cast their vote, whether they vote early or on election day, they often encounter 
challenges that make the process inaccessible or difficult for them. While progress 
is continually being made to provide accessible polling locations for everyone to 
cast their ballots privately and independently, there are many measures election 
officials could take to further reduce the barriers faced by voters with disabilities. 
Specific recommendations are to: 

• Select polling locations that are compliant with the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) and have accessible transportation and paths. 

• Set up polling locations with adequate and available accessible equipment. 
• In addition to providing accessible polling places, offer curbside voting as an 

option. 
• Continue to collect feedback and conduct research on accessibility within 

polling locations. 
 
Poll Worker Training to Support Voters with Disabilities Improvements to 
poll worker training are needed to better prepare poll workers to support voters 
with disabilities. Ultimately, improved poll worker training could increase the 
accessibility of the polling place and better support voters with disabilities to vote 
privately and independently. Specific recommendations are to:  

• Provide training and tools for turning on, setting up, and troubleshooting 
accessible voting systems. 

• Provide resources to poll workers on election day to remind them of proper 
instructions for interacting with voters with disabilities and accessible voting. 

• Require information about accessibility and the needs and rights of voters 
with disabilities in poll worker training to increase awareness and knowledge 
of those needs and rights. 
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1. INTRODUCTION                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
 
Executive Order (EO) 14019, Promoting Access to Voting, [1] reminds us that the 
right to vote is the foundation of American democracy. The EO further recognizes 
that “People with disabilities continue to face barriers to voting and are denied 
legally required accommodations in exercising their fundamental rights and the 
ability to vote privately and independently.” This NIST Special Publication is 
intended to contribute to the efforts of improving accessibility for voters by making 
recommendations that are intended to help to remove barriers for people with 
disabilities to vote privately and independently.   
 
NIST has a decades-long history in addressing the accessibility and usability of 
voting systems and processes through technical research based in human factors 
to develop guidance as part of its NIST Voting Program. Drawing on this expertise 
and using its robust stakeholder engagement processes, NIST produced this NIST 
Special Publication in response to its responsibilities described in Section 7 of the 
EO. NIST is specifically tasked to:  

1) Ensure that the online National Mail Voter Registration Form3 [2] is accessible 
to people with disabilities and identify recommendations to resolve barriers, 
and  

2) Identify barriers and publish recommendations to remove barriers 
preventing individuals with disabilities from accessing voter registration 
systems and voting technology, using vote-by-mail, and voting at in-person 
polling locations, as well as recommendations that address training and 
documentation for poll workers to help support accessibility.   

 
In producing this NIST Special Publication, NIST explored technical and non-
technical barriers by analyzing published material identifying barriers, 
recommendations, best practices, and existing federal guidance and regulations. 
NIST engaged stakeholders through discussion and responses to a June 16, 2021, 
Request for Information (RFI) (responses are found on [3]) to gain an in-depth 
understanding of accessibility issues and where technology is a barrier, as well as 
where technology could serve as a solution. We noted that many of the barriers 
have already been analyzed and recommendations exist in various forums; NIST 
analyzed this information in the context of how current and future technology 
could improve accessibility for voters. NIST also received responses that address 
legislative, regulatory, and enforcement concerns. These responses have been 
provided to appropriate federal agencies and offices for their consideration.   
 

 
3 The Election Assistance Commission (EAC) provides this registration form, otherwise known as the National 
Mail Voter Registration Form, which can be used to register U.S. citizens to vote and update voter information. 
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In October 2021, NIST sought comments on a draft of this NIST Special 
Publication. The comments are posted on www.regulations.gov [4]. While we 
sought feedback in the document in full, we were particularly interested in hearing 
feedback on the systemic barriers and systemic recommendations; the text and 
suggestions addressing the voter registration form; and the specific barriers and 
recommendations provided for each voting activity addressed. Although NIST 
received some comments related to cybersecurity, the scope of this document 
focuses on accessibility, and cybersecurity is only discussed as relevant to 
accessibility.  
 
The barriers and recommendations presented in this report are a synthesis of the 
resources, inputs, and feedback gathered in creating this report.  
 
Five core assertions emerged across the material NIST reviewed and guided the 
analysis about improving independent and private voting for people with 
disabilities.  
 

1. Equal access, including the right to vote privately and independently, is of 
utmost importance to voters with disabilities. 

2. Many barriers exist for voters across a wide range of disabilities. 
3. More choices mean more accessibility and better design for all voters. 
4. Multiple standards, laws, guidelines, and best practices exist that increase 

accessibility. 
5. Accessibility must be a priority throughout the design of all voting 

technology.   
 
This NIST Special Publication presents barriers and recommendations based on our 
analysis of all material, stakeholder engagements, and responses to the Request 
for Information (RFI) and the Request for Comment (RFC) on the draft of this 
report. We recognize that there is great variability among states and local 
jurisdictions and unique considerations in their efforts to identify and address 
barriers to improve voter accessibility. Therefore, this report does not contain 
specific analyses about any specific state or local jurisdiction’s existing barriers or 
their removal. Further, this report does not make suggestions for how any specific 
state or local jurisdiction should implement a recommendation. This NIST Special 
Publication is provided for all stakeholders to analyze and apply based on their 
own context and efforts to improve accessibility for voters with disabilities.  
 
The remainder of this report contains the following sections and Appendices: 
 

• Section 2 identifies five systemic barriers to voting accessibility that exist 
throughout the voting process, creating challenges not only to people with 
disabilities, but to others in the voting process and activities. 
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Recommendations for overcoming each of these barriers are suggested. 
These recommendations are applicable throughout the voting process.   

• Sections 3 – 7 identify specific barriers and recommendations to improve 
voting accessibility in specific aspects of the voting process: voter 
registration and the National Mail Voter Registration Form (Sec. 3), vote-by-
mail (Sec. 4), using voting technology for in-person voting (Sec. 5), voting 
at polling locations (Sec. 6), and training and documentation for poll 
workers (Sec. 7).   

• Appendix I lists acronyms used in this document. 
• Appendix II describes an accessible voting system. 
• Appendix III provides the glossary of terms as used in this document.  
• Appendix IV contains a list of barriers and recommendations. 
• Appendix V contains the list of references used in this document. 
• Appendix VI offers a list of additional references that may be helpful to the 

reader. 
• Appendix VIII provides the Request for Information (RFI) used to receive 

public input and insight. 
• Appendix IX provides the Request for Comment (RFC) used to receive 

public feedback on the draft version of the report. 
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2. Systemic Barriers to and Recommendations for 
Voting Accessibility                                                                                                
 
There are five systemic barriers across the voting process which appeared 
throughout the material, discussions, and public responses. These barriers create 
challenges not only to voters with disabilities, but also to election officials and 
other stakeholders who implement the process. To address these barriers, we 
identified five systemic recommendations that impact voter privacy and 
independence across the voting process. 
 

 
 

 
 
Section 2.1 describes the systemic barriers that impact voters with disabilities 
across the voting process. Section 2.2 describes recommended actions to 
overcome these barriers and promote access to voting for voters with disabilities. 
In many cases, we recommend that existing best practices and guidance be 
applied more broadly to voting across the country. Where relevant, we provide 

SYSTEMIC BARRIERS 
 

× Inconsistent implementation of laws, regulations, and guidelines 
addressing accessibility for voters. 

× Gaps in accessible communication and information. 
× Inaccessibility of paper, especially for voters with print disabilities. 
× Limitations of current voting technology in prioritizing accessibility. 
× Situational challenges that create extra obstacles throughout the voting 

process. 

SYSTEMIC RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 Create guidance to support compliance with laws, regulations, and 

guidelines for improving voter access. 
 Improve dissemination, outreach, and accessibility of voting information. 
 Provide options for accessible voting. 
 Integrate the disability community into all aspects of voting. 
 Conduct research and development to improve efficiency and 

effectiveness of accessible voting. 
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examples of existing guidance, best practices, and research currently put into 
practice by federal, state, and local governments as well as by researchers, 
industry, and advocacy groups.  
 
2.1. Systemic Barriers 
This section describes five barriers voters with disabilities face throughout the 
voting process for privately and independently voting. Some barriers directly affect 
the voter, such as the barriers some voters with disabilities experience when using 
paper. Other barriers indirectly impact the voter, as they are downstream 
consequences of systemic problems. However, both direct and indirect barriers 
result in challenges for voters with disabilities.   
 
2.1.1. Inconsistent implementation of laws, regulations, and guidelines 
addressing accessibility for voters  
 
There are existing guidelines, standards, and laws for accessible information and 
interactions throughout the voting process: 

• The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) [5][6], the ADA Standards for 
Accessible Design [7], the guidance from the ADA Checklist for Polling Places 
[8], and Ballot Drop Box Accessibility, The Americans with Disabilities Act [9] 

• The Voting Rights Act (VRA) [10] 
• Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act [11], including the associated Web 

Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) [12] 
• The Help America Vote Act (HAVA) [13] 
• Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG) 2.0 [14] 
• The National Voter Registration Act (NVRA) [15] 
• Voting Accessibility for the Elderly and Handicapped Act (VAEHA) [32] 

 
State and local election officials experience challenges in fully meeting these laws, 
regulations, and guidelines, creating barriers for voters with disabilities in privately 
and independently voting. For example, in 2016, the Government Accountability 
Office (GAO) surveyed polling places and found that 83% had at least one 
potential impediment to voting for people with disabilities [16]. 

 
A frequent underlying cause of these barriers is administrative and related to the 
lack of resources and funding available to state and local election officials to 
provide accessible options for elections for voters with disabilities [17]. Election 
officials may struggle to find accessibility solutions and materials that are efficient 
and affordable, which unfortunately may result in under-prioritized accessibility, 
especially in jurisdictions with limited resources.  
 
Common challenges related to this lack of resources include: 

• Outdated voting technology. Much of the voting equipment purchased 
under HAVA is approaching the end of its designed service life [18]. Election 
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officials lack resources to replace old and outdated voting technology. 
Without current technology following the latest federal guidelines, improved 
accessibility features that benefit voters with disabilities may not be 
available to them when voting. 

• Limited use of online services. Lack of funding limits the ability of state 
and local governments to develop and implement online voting services, 
forms, and websites that meet federal standards for accessibility [19]. 

• Staffing and capacity limitations. In some counties with small 
populations and states where elections are administered by town clerks, 
there may be as few as one full-time staff member to run elections and 
perform other functions of the county or town clerk’s office. These small 
offices encounter additional challenges in recruiting and training staff or 
temporary personnel, as well as hiring and retaining staff with technological 
skills to design, implement, and troubleshoot technology for voting.  

• Digital divides. Not all voters with disabilities have access to broadband, 
internet, or computers. For example, only 72% of adults with disabilities 
have a smartphone compared to 88% of those without disabilities [20]. 
Election officials may be unable to identify efficient and affordable materials 
to provide accessible alternatives to voters with disabilities who cannot use 
online or electronic options (even when they are accessible). 

 
2.1.2. Gaps in accessible communication and information  
 
Voters may need information prior to and during voting. Voters with disabilities 
often seek additional information about the voting process, such as what 
accommodations are available to them and how to request accommodations. For 
example, voters may need to know if they are eligible, relevant laws for 
accommodations, how to register, how to find a polling place, and how to vote by 
mail.  

 
Voters with disabilities who rely on alternative communication, language, and 
interaction methods may experience barriers when: 

• Asking for information in person. When poll workers and election officials 
do not have the knowledge or resources to communicate with a voter with a 
disability (e.g., American Sign Language (ASL) interpreters, transcribers, or 
text alternatives), the voter may be unable to independently complete parts 
of the voting process. 

• Receiving election information and registering to vote. Information is 
often not provided through accessible communication channels such as ASL 
interpretation or closed captioning.  

• Using assistive technology (AT). Although AT is commonly used by many 
in the disability community, AT is often not supported in, or compatible with, 
parts of the voting process, including during interactions with poll workers 
and voting technology [21][22]. 
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Information for voters may be inaccessible in several ways: 

• Election websites or communications with information on where to vote, 
what forms of identification are accepted, voter guides, and accessibility and 
language options, may not be accessible or meet WCAG 2.0 [12], an 
accessibility standard that is frequently used to determine website 
accessibility.  

• Online forms and applications may not meet WCAG 2.0 standards [12] 
designed to enable them to be used with common assistive technology and 
on mobile devices.  

• Information about the voting process is often not written in plain language, 
creating challenges for voters with intellectual, developmental, learning, and 
neurocognitive disabilities, and voters with disabilities who are low literacy or 
who speak English as a second language. This information sometimes 
includes terminology widely understood by people who work in elections, but 
not familiar to voters. If voters do not understand the terminology used, 
they may have difficulty locating the information and accommodations they 
need. 

• Voters without access to the internet or computers may not be able to obtain 
information in an accessible format. 

• Voter registration offices often use websites to provide information about 
voter registration, locations, and assistance, but require phone 
conversations for non-mainstream information, such as requests for 
accommodations or questions about registration forms. 

 
Voters with disabilities also encounter barriers when information about the voting 
process, relevant laws, and details on accessibility are either not available or are 
not easily found.  

 
2.1.3. Inaccessibility of paper, especially for voters with print disabilities 
 
The use of paper in many aspects of voting is a pervasive challenge that excludes 
many voters with disabilities–especially those with manual dexterity issues or who 
are blind or low vision–from privately and independently participating in the voting 
process. While accessible voting systems and Remote Accessible Vote by Mail 
(RAVBM) have improved the accessibility of marking a paper ballot, voters with 
print disabilities still encounter barriers to independently verifying their ballots. 
Barriers include: 

• Signing and handling a registration form is inaccessible or difficult for some 
voters with print disabilities ([24] and Appendix III Glossary for more on 
print disabilities). 

• Marking, writing-in candidates, verifying (or reviewing), and handling a 
paper ballot is inaccessible or difficult for some voters with print disabilities.  
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• Voters with print disabilities also encounter similar barriers casting a paper 
ballot or returning a vote-by-mail ballot, as these processes necessitate 
handling paper.  

• Returning a paper form or ballot is inaccessible or difficult for voters with 
some types of motor disabilities, especially when paths to polling locations 
are not accessible or locations themselves are not accessible (e.g., polling 
place, ballot drop box, mailbox, etc. [25][26]). 

 
For some aspects of the voting process, accessible alternatives to paper could be 
provided. For example, many states use electronic systems for voters to register 
to vote or for voters to request and receive a blank ballot to vote by mail. Where 
paper is currently used in the voting process, it is up to the states to provide 
accessible methods for these processes so that equal opportunity is provided to 
voters with disabilities, consistent with the law.  

 
2.1.4. Limitations of current voting technology in prioritizing accessibility 
 
In the last 20 years, innovations in technology have supported increased 
independence and efficiency in many domains of life. Unfortunately, many aspects 
of the voting process still rely on old or outdated technology and have yet to 
incorporate technology and features ubiquitous in the world today.  

 
The slow adoption of new technology in the voting process in general has been 
paired with a lack of focus on accessibility in research, development, and 
implementation of new voting technology. Voting technology should be developed 
with several factors in mind, including, but not limited to, accessibility, usability, 
security, and practical implementation. Although all factors are important, they are 
seldom given equal importance in the design of new voting technologies. 
Unfortunately, in some cases, other factors are prioritized at the expense of 
accessibility, exacerbating existing barriers or unintentionally creating new ones 
for voters with disabilities. For example, accessibility, especially for those with 
print disabilities, has with a few notable exceptions [133], not been considered in 
the development of new ways of voting. Although the use of hand-marked paper 
ballots and electronic ballot markers have addressed some security concerns, 
these technologies have created barriers to voting for voters with print disabilities 
(Sec. 2.1.3). Greater priority is needed for research for designing voting and 
technology to be accessible and meet other important needs (e.g., usability, 
security, etc.). 
 
Additionally, accessibility should be prioritized in how accessible technology is 
integrated into the broader voting environment. Accessibly should not be an 
afterthought when making decisions about incorporating technology into the 
voting experience. For example, HAVA [13] requires at least one accessible voting 
machine even in jurisdictions that use hand-marked paper ballots. But when the 
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machine is not fully integrated into the polling place, voters with disabilities can be 
placed in situations where they experience stigma or lack privacy and 
independence. See Sec. 6.1 for further details.  

 
2.1.5. Situational challenges that create extra obstacles throughout the 
voting process  
 
Transportation difficulties, delays and long wait times, and stigma are additional 
barriers voters with disabilities face that may impact their privacy and 
independence to vote. 

• Voters with disabilities often need to carefully plan their voting experiences; 
if they are unable to find accessible transportation, accessible paths to the 
polling place or ballot drop box, forms to request a vote-by-mail ballot, or 
methods to communicate (including auxiliary aids and services), they may 
be unable to vote. 

• When physical locations are inaccessible, voters with disabilities experience a 
variety of potential barriers traveling to and navigating polling locations and 
other locations where voters need to obtain information for voting (e.g., 
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV), voter registration office, notary office, 
etc.). Barriers include locations that: 

o Are not on a ground floor and have no elevator.  
o Have no curb cuts or entry ramps. 
o Have parking lots, doors, and ballot drop boxes that do not meet ADA 

requirements [5][6][7][8][9].  
• Obtaining a driver’s license or non-driver state identification to vote (in some 

states) may be difficult for some people with disabilities. Finding accessible 
transportation to the DMV is often problematic. They may also have 
challenges paying for transportation and any fees associated with obtaining 
the identification, as there are higher rates of unemployment and 
underemployment for people with disabilities [27][28][29].  

• Voters with disabilities may experience delays when the accessible voting 
options at a polling location are not set up or not working, or when poll 
workers need to find the correct method to communicate with voters. Long 
wait times during in-person voting may be particularly burdensome to voters 
with disabilities who have difficulty standing or being away from assistive 
equipment for an extended period. 

• Voters feel disrespected and stigmatized when they: 
o have their right to vote independently and privately questioned, 
o have their right to choose to be aided by someone other than a poll 

worker denied, and,  
o are segregated from other voters because accessible voting machines 

are located separately from others in a polling place. 
Barriers often depend upon other situational factors such as where a person lives, 
what access they have to technology, and other individual characteristics. 
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• Accessibility differs widely both between states and between jurisdictions 
within a state. States have different policies and voting laws that affect 
voters with disabilities in different ways. For example, laws concerning 
absentee ballots differ from state to state (Sec. 4).  

• Types of barriers voters with disabilities encounter depend on the specific 
location. For example, polling location parking is a challenge in both urban 
and rural areas; urban areas often lack enough parking spaces, and rural 
areas often lack stable ground in the parking areas. Depending on the time 
of year when an election is held, weather may create additional challenges 
(such as a curb cut blocked by snow). 

• People with disabilities, regardless of age, are more likely than those without 
disabilities to experience digital divides using the internet and technology in 
the United States [20]. When registration and accessible voting options are 
dependent upon access to technology, some voters with disabilities may not 
be able to use these options. Moreover, voters with disabilities who do not 
have access to technology may encounter barriers in receiving information 
about the voting process (e.g., deadlines, accommodations, polling 
locations, etc.) when technology is needed to access this information. 

• Barriers may be compounded for voters with disabilities depending on other 
characteristics, such as living situation (e.g., long-term care facility, 
residential group home, etc.), guardianship status, socioeconomic status, 
and race.  

o For example, exploratory research suggests Black non-Hispanic voters 
with disabilities have longer wait times, and Hispanic/Latino voters 
with disabilities had more perceived difficulty with in-person voting 
compared to White non-Hispanic voters with disabilities [53]. 

o Guardianship laws vary from state to state and have different impacts 
on whether or how people with disabilities with guardians can vote. 
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2.2. Systemic Recommendations 
 
This section describes five recommendations for overcoming the systemic barriers 
identified in Sec. 2.1 that voters with disabilities experience.   
 
2.2.1. Create guidance to support compliance with laws, regulations, and 
guidelines for improving voter access  
 
The voting process may improve for voters with disabilities if legal requirements 
and guidelines for accessibility are consistently applied across the country. 
Relevant laws, regulations, and guidelines include [30]: 

• The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements and guidance for 
polling place physical accessibility [5][6][7][8][9] and for effective 
communications with people with disabilities (i.e., provision of auxiliary 
aids, services, and reasonable modifications of policies, practices, and 
procedures) [31]. 

• The Voting Rights Act (VRA) requirements regarding the option for 
assistance from a person the voter with a disability chooses (who is not the 
voter’s employer or an officer or agent of the voter’s union) and not 
conditioning the right to vote on ability to read or write [10]. 

• The National Voter Registration Act (NVRA) requirements regarding 
agencies that provide voter registration services [15]. 

• Help America Vote Act (HAVA) requirements [13] regarding providing at 
least one accessible voting system for persons with disabilities at each 
polling place in federal elections. 

• The Voting Accessibility for the Elderly and Handicapped Act of 1984 
(VAEHA) requiring accessible polling places in federal elections or alternate 
means of voting on election day [32]. 

• Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act establishes standards for the federal 
government for information and computer technology [11]; the current 
version incorporates Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 for 
digital technology [12]. 

• In most states, there are other relevant state laws, rules, or policies for 
accessible forms, information, and online materials, some of which 
reference WCAG 2.1 Level AA requirements. 

• Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG) 2.0 requirements for certifying 
new accessible voting technology [14] adopted pursuant to HAVA by the 
U.S. Election Assistance Commission. 

 
Recommended Actions to Facilitate Meeting Federal Requirements 

 
To help state and local election offices meet federal requirements, both federal 
and non-federal entities with expertise in disability, accessibility, assistive 
technology (AT), election administration, and voting requirements should: 
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• Develop templates, resources, and tools for meeting federal requirements. 
• Create repositories of resources to assist election officials to help them meet 

accessibility requirements for each election. In addition to applicable 
guidelines and requirements, these repositories should also collect practical 
tools and materials for implementing accessibility; for example, information 
on making web information on election websites accessible. 

o One example is the page of resources available from the U.S. Election 
Assistance Commission (EAC) [39].  

• Sponsor programs, events, and challenges where interdisciplinary teams 
solve specific barriers to meeting federal requirements for voting. 

• Periodically update guidelines for voting to ensure that voting procedures 
allow voters with disabilities to use technologies in common use and 
embedded into daily life. 

• Create training and guidance to help election officials find efficient and 
affordable accessibility solutions and materials. In this way election officials 
can more easily prioritize accessibility. 

 
In addition, the federal government should: 

• Establish a multi-agency working group that takes a holistic view of how the 
federal government could advance the voting process through its use of 
technical advances, potential policy changes, and compliance. This group 
should: 

o Improve existing processes and proven best practices as well as 
identify areas and gaps where research and development are needed.  

o Implement recommendations in an efficient and effective way, reduce 
barriers throughout the voting process, and prevent new barriers from 
being introduced. 

o Work with election officials to create and prioritize practical guidelines 
and steps for implementing recommendations over time. 

o Be comprised of entities with expertise in disability, accessibility, 
election administration, and other relevant areas. 

• Expand coordination of technical assistance and increase federal resources to 
prioritize implementation for the requirements and standards applicable to 
voting access for individuals with disabilities. As inadequate funding, 
described in Sec. 2.1.1, has often hindered efforts to make voting 
accessible, continuous funding for accessibility may result in elections that 
are consistently accessible for all voters.  

• Facilitate collaboration between federal, state, and local policymakers to 
address voter access issues. 
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2.2.2. Improve dissemination, outreach, and accessibility of voting 
information 
 
It is critical that voters with disabilities can understand the voting process. Voting 
information not only needs to be accessible, but also reach voters through 
accessible channels. This entails going beyond basic WCAG compliance to create 
information that is easy to find, access, understand, and use for the widest range 
of voters with disabilities – as easy as it is for voters without disabilities. The 
principles of universal design and “usable accessibility” [33][74][151] support the 
creation and design of the information to achieve these goals, and the following 
recommendations are based on these principles.  
 

Recommended Actions for State and Local Election Officials 
 

Information should [5][6] be accessible and reach all voters who need it. To 
accomplish this, state and local election officials should: 

• Provide information in a variety of channels. This includes making 
information available in person, online, in print media, radio, digital media, 
text and phone, and available prior to and during voting. 

• Provide information in multiple accessible formats. This includes, but 
is not limited to, Braille, closed captioning, video, and multiple languages 
(including sign language interpretation). Some voters with intellectual, 
developmental, learning, and neurocognitive disabilities benefit from visual 
formats (e.g., charts, infographics, etc.) and social stories to explain 
information [34]. 

• Use plain language. Phrase concepts and terms in a manner written for 
clarity and comprehension. Several best practices and guides exist on this 
topic. See [35][36][37][38][95] for resources on plain language.  

• Use terms familiar to voters. Rather than using election jargon, describe 
election features in terms voters are likely to understand. For example, a 
voter who is not familiar with the term “accessible voting options” may 
recognize services and supports they use. Framing information in terms of 
services and supports that are available to address accessibility barriers may 
help connect voters with disabilities with the accommodations they need to 
vote more effectively and efficiently.  

• Provide information on the voting process early and frequently. 
Because voters with disabilities often extensively plan how and when they 
vote, having information on the voting process accessible and available to 
them early may help with this process.  

• Test information for compatibility with AT. Test digital information tools 
such as websites or mobile forms so that they work effectively with a wide 
variety of AT.  

• Provide training and tools to poll workers and election officials. Poll 
worker training should include instruction on how to best communicate with 
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voters with disabilities (Sec. 7.2). Training should also educate poll workers 
on the rights of such voters. Technology could also be used to provide a 
medium for communication and interaction (see examples below and Sec. 
2.2.5). 

• Create channels for election officials to provide voter support. 
Accessible communication methods may more quickly and easily connect 
voters with election officials when they have questions. Ways to facilitate 
accessible communication to provide information and updates include: 

o Providing options for communicating with voters by email or text as 
part of general voter registration.  

o Using messaging systems such as ballot tracking measures for voters 
to verify their ballots have been processed and counted. 

o Having accessible voter guides available online.  
 

 
Examples of Communication and Dissemination 
 
• Washington State has created voter guides in multiple accessible formats and 

languages [39]. 
• California’s Secretary of State provides a multilingual guide, including American 

Sign Language (ASL), to voters [41]. 
• Jefferson County, Colorado, developed an online chat feature for voters to ask 

questions about the voting process [42]. 
 

 
State and local election officials should also promote access to voting by 
disseminating information about the voting process, including accessible options, 
to voters [43][44][45]. Tools and strategies state and local election officials could 
use include: 

• Dedicating a section of the elections website to accessible voting 
options and information. A section of the website could provide voters 
with disabilities with information about accessible voting options and 
available services and supports (see [46] for an example of a template for an 
election website). Relevant materials, events, and services could also be 
included.  

• Creating accessible voter guides to help voters through the entire 
process. Voter guides should include information on: 

o Options, requirements, and dates for registration, in-person voting, 
and vote-by-mail (including Remote Accessible Vote by Mail 
(RAVBM)).  

o Instructions for how to request to vote by mail (including RAVBM). 
o Instructions for marking, verifying, and casting a ballot, either in 

person or through vote-by-mail (including RAVBM). This includes 
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instructions or tutorials on using accessible voting system (voting 
machine) features. 

o Physical description of the polling place, especially accessible 
entrances, exits, public transit, and parking. 

o Accessibility options for voting (including accessible voting systems, 
RAVBM, etc.) and communicating, how to utilize those options, and 
what voters’ rights are on election day. 

o Contact information for additional help and questions, including on 
election day itself. 

• Providing practice and sample ballots to help voters prepare. Sample 
ballots should be available online and in person prior to election day in 
accessible formats. When voters can practice or receive demonstrations and 
training on voting technology, they become more comfortable with the 
voting machine and more efficiently use the equipment [47][48][49]. This 
could include practice and samples of both in-person voting and RAVBM. 

• Providing voting education classes for voters with disabilities. First-
time voters and voters with low computer literacy especially benefit from 
learning about the voting process, their accessible voting options, and 
practice using an accessible voting machine. Classes that cover other 
aspects of the voting process such as registration and vote-by-mail 
(including RAVBM) could also be helpful. These could occur in convenient, 
accessible locations for people with disabilities (e.g., Centers for 
Independent Living, etc.) and occur in collaboration with local disability 
support agencies (see also Sec. 2.2.4).  
 

Recommended Actions for the Federal Government for Information 
Dissemination 

 
• Establish a national hotline or help desk staffed with experts for 

accessibility concerns across the voting process. A hotline providing 
real-time interaction with experts would benefit both voters with disabilities 
and poll workers with questions about accessibility, services, and supports 
during the voting process. The hotline could also be used to gather feedback 
from voters on common access issues encountered throughout the voting 
process. Feedback could be collected and relayed to the appropriate 
organizations who could resolve them.  

o Examples of hotlines for voting questions are the U.S. Vote 
Foundation’s Voter Help Desk [50] and the Federal Voting Assistance 
Program (FVAP) helpline [51].  

o The hotline could be administered at the federal government level or 
by the federal government in conjunction with organizations with 
relevant expertise. 

• Establish guidance and templates for outreach. Relevant federal 
agencies could indicate what voting information and resources voters need 
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prior to election day. Guidance could also indicate the channels to convey 
this information (e.g., websites, etc.) and how to make those channels 
accessible. This information should be available in an accessible format and 
able to be understood by voters with disabilities. For example, vote.gov [52] 
or another federal website could facilitate providing relevant information to 
voters.  

 
2.2.3. Provide options for accessible voting  
 
When multiple options exist to vote, voters with disabilities can pick the option 
best suited to their needs and situation. Importantly, for any method of voting 
(e.g., in-person, vote-by-mail, etc.), the entire process of voting should be 
accessible, giving the voter a consistent experience throughout the process (e.g., 
obtaining, marking, verifying, and casting a ballot, etc.).  
 

Recommended Actions for State and Local Election Officials to Provide 
Options for Accessible Voting 

 
Accessible options are needed when voters choose: 

• Whether to vote in person or vote by mail. Voters should be able to 
choose how they fill out and cast their ballot. Vote-by-mail could overcome 
many barriers voters with disabilities experience, such as transportation 
challenges. However, several steps should be taken for this process to be 
accessible (see Sec. 4 for full discussion of barriers and recommendations 
for vote-by-mail). Vote-by-mail should not be the only accessible alternative 
to voting in person; in fact, many voters with disabilities prefer to vote in 
person [53]. In-person voting, when provided, should also be accessible for 
voters with disabilities.  

• How to vote in person. Voters with disabilities should have the same 
accessible options to vote as voters without disabilities. If hand-marked 
paper ballots and accessible voting machines are options, they should be 
available for use by all voters, at the voter’s discretion. Both options should 
have relevant accessibility features available (recognizing the range of 
access features possible for hand-marked paper ballots may be limited), 
such as, but not limited to, magnification devices for paper and physical 
accessibility and adjustable height for voting stations [54][55].  

o VVSG 2.0 [14] has a comprehensive list of accessibility requirements 
for certification, including extensive features for accessible voting 
systems. New systems should be certified to meet VVSG 2.0 
requirements. 

o Although at least one accessible voting system should be available for 
in-person voting according to HAVA [13], polling places should provide 
a sufficient number of accessible voting machines to serve voters with 
disabilities equitably (Sec. 5.2).  
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o Voters who need assistance may also have a trusted person assist 
them in filling out and casting their ballot – but that should be an 
option, not a necessity, for those who prefer instead to vote privately 
and independently. 

o Curbside voting is another option for casting a ballot when a voter can 
travel to the polling place but may have challenges casting their ballot 
inside (Sec. 6.2).  

• How to vote outside the polling place. Voters with disabilities who 
choose to vote by mail from home should also have options. If mailed paper 
ballots are available, that option should be available to voters with 
disabilities. However, because paper ballots pose accessibility barriers for 
voters with print disabilities, RAVBM should also be available (see Sec. 4 for 
full discussion of barriers and recommendations for RAVBM). 

o Different accessibility barriers throughout the vote-by-mail process 
could be addressed if there are multiple options for voters to choose 
from. Voters could select the solutions best suited to their accessibility 
needs. For example, vote-by-mail is more accessible for some home-
bound voters with disabilities, but also having the option to use RAVBM 
may further expand accessibility to home-bound voters who also need 
to use technology to mark their ballot. Other options such as, but not 
limited to, accessible drop boxes and return by proxy could also 
provide expanded or different accessibility depending on the voters’ 
needs.  

o Another option for voters to vote outside the polling place is for poll 
workers to bring an accessible voting machine to the voter’s location 
(or a satellite location) using a mobile vote center vehicle (Sec. 6.2). 

o Curbside voting could be an option for voters to return their vote-by-
mail ballot (Sec. 6.2). 

 
Accessible options should also be provided for other parts of the voting process 
outside of casting a ballot, such as registering to vote (Sec. 3). This should 
include electronically accessible options for voters such as accessible digital forms 
(e.g., HTML web form, fillable Portable Document Format (PDF), etc.) that work 
with current technology, including AT and mobile devices. 
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What is an accessible voting system? 
 
Under Section 301 of the 2002 Help America Vote Act [13], an accessible voting 
system is one that is accessible for individuals with disabilities, including 
nonvisual accessibility for the blind and visually impaired, in a manner that 
provides the same opportunity for access and participation (including privacy and 
independence) as for other voters. HAVA provides that this accessibility 
requirement can be met in federal elections through use of a direct recording 
voting system or other voting system equipped for individuals with disabilities at 
each polling place. The accessibility of voting systems is further governed by the 
Americans with Disabilities Act [5][6].    
 
What are the relevant features of an accessible voting system? 
  
An accessible voting system typically contains several features designed with 
accessibility for voters with a range of disabilities with the goal to allow them to 
independently mark, verify, and cast their ballots to the fullest extent 
possible. The most up-to-date features are described in some detail in the 
Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG 2.0) [14] adopted by the U.S. Election 
Assistance Commission under HAVA [13]. These features apply primarily to ballot 
marking devices (BMD).   
 
More details and background are provided in Appendix II and Sec. 5. Barriers 
and recommendations for in-person accessible voting systems (also referred to as 
voting machines) are also described in depth in Sec. 5.  
 
 
State and local election officials should provide different accessible options in 
accordance with state laws. Examples of options include: 

1. Early voting periods to allow voters to choose the days and times that work 
best for them.  

2. Vote centers located at places that are easy to get to [56]. 
3. Blank ballot delivery. 
4. Drive-through/curbside voting. 
5. Drop boxes for vote-by-mail ballots. 
6. Ballot pick-up, delivery, and/or return (for example, see [57]) by a family 

member, care provider, or other designated agent on behalf of the voter 
with a disability. 

 
State and local election officials should consider the accessibility of the options 
they provide. For example, options for locations to cast or return a vote-by-mail 
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ballot should be near accessible transportation, and the placement and 
reachability of features at those locations should also be accessible.  
 
These options may benefit voters with disabilities and voters with similar needs. 
For example, ballot pick-up services and mobile voting vans benefit voters with 
limited mobility but also benefit voters without good transportation options (e.g., 
those living in rural or remote areas, those displaced by emergencies or natural 
disasters, etc.).   
 

Recommended Actions for Promoting Accessible Voting Options at the 
National Level (By Federal Agencies or Other Organizations) 

 
• Enhance training materials, templates, and guidance for state and 

local election officials. Materials should start from an accessible sample 
or template, and guidance should include instructions for tools and 
techniques for making voting information accessible.  

• Host trainings, events, conferences, and a community of practice for 
election officials to share best practices. These events could bring 
together election officials to identify and share best accessibility practices 
and different options that could be used to create an accessible polling 
place. Additionally, these events may help determine gaps where new 
practices are needed and where administrative challenges are encountered. 
This could be coordinated with relevant federal agencies and offices and 
should include representatives from the disability community and/or their 
advocates. 

 

 
Examples of Materials and Events for Sharing Best Practices  
 
• The U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC) hosted the 2020 Elections 

Disability, Accessibility, and Security Forum [60][61]. This meeting brought 
together stakeholders to discuss accessibility and security in voting. 

• The Disability Vote Summit 2021 was an event put together by several 
disability advocacy groups, including the National Disability Rights Network 
(NDRN), the American Association of People with Disabilities, and the National 
Association of Councils on Developmental Disabilities [62]. This summit was an 
opportunity for stakeholders to learn more about the disability community and 
their challenges with voting. It included talks from several disability and 
advocacy groups as well as researchers and election officials.  

• The Center for Civic Design has collected materials and resources on their 
website for election officials to use [59]. Examples of posted resources include 
field guides, an Election Toolkit, and templates for voting information.  
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2.2.4. Integrate the disability community into all aspects of voting  
 
Many barriers to voting could be addressed by engaging with and integrating 
people with disabilities into every step of the voting and election planning process. 
Widespread integration, engagement, and involvement of the disability 
community in the voting process will help to promote accessibility to voting for 
voters with disabilities. It is important that the expertise and lived experiences of 
people with disabilities are leveraged when creating practical solutions to 
accessibility barriers within teams and groups, rather than only consulting with 
advocates of people with disabilities. As the disability community says, “nothing 
about us, without us” (this motto, originally in Latin, has a long political history; 
the international disability rights community began using it in the 1990’s [59]).  
 

Recommended Actions for State and Local Election Officials 
 
State and local election officials should promote inclusivity of the disability 
community by: 
• Establishing formal partnerships with disability community partners. 

Partners could include Protection and Advocacy for Voting Access (PAVA) 
funded organizations [13], advocacy groups, disability rights organizations, 
state technology assistance programs [65], Centers for Independent Living  [66], 
and other organizations. Election officials should engage these groups to 
provide insights and feedback to prepare states and counties for elections. This 
has been suggested in a number of reports (for examples, see [49][44][45][67]). 
Activities include, for example: 

• Assisting with selecting and preparing polling locations. 
• Developing and designing poll worker training to include accessibility. 
• Creating voter guides, outreach materials, and voter education classes 

that explain the voting process as well as accessible voting options and 
accessibility accommodations. 

• Testing equipment and technology, forms, and processes used during 
elections.  

• Hiring poll workers and election officials with disabilities. Including 
people with disabilities as part of the staff could also promote consideration of 
access issues prior to voting. In addition, voters with disabilities could serve as 
part of voter support hotlines.   
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Examples of States and Counties that Have Established Formal 
Partnerships  
 
• Los Angeles County’s Community and Voter Outreach Committee brings 

together “citizen, community, and advocacy organizations” to work with the 
county to provide services and information dissemination to voters with specific 
needs [68]. For example, this group provides information about voter education 
on voting methods and systems and assists with poll worker training and voter 
education [69]. 

• Los Angeles County (as well as other counties as required by the California 
Voters’ Choice Act [83]) also works with the Voting Accessibility Advisory 
Committee, a group comprising a variety of advocacy groups that works with 
the county to improve accessibility by working on a regular basis with the 
election office to make specific recommendations [70]. 

• Wisconsin election officials worked with their Accessibility Advisory Committee 
and Wisconsin Disability Coalition in 2020 to develop training videos, webinars, 
and guides [71]. 

• Washington State passed legislation to create Accessible Community Advisory 
Committees in each county, where resources and funding are available to 
address barriers to people with disabilities, including in the voting process [72]. 

 

 
Recommended Actions for the Federal Government 

 
The multi-agency working group established by the federal government as 
described in Sec. 2.2.1 should: 

• Consist of individuals with diverse experiences, characteristics, and 
needs. By including representation of these groups, the working group may 
be better positioned to examine barriers and solutions to barriers for voters 
with disabilities across a wide range of experiences. The group should 
include voters with disabilities who, for example: 

• Have different types of disabilities, including those with hearing, 
intellectual, developmental, learning, and neurocognitive disabilities. 

• Live in congregate settings.  
• Live in their own homes and communities. 
• Have a guardian. 
• Are in underserved communities [73]. 
• Live in rural areas. 
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• Develop guidance for including people with disabilities in the 
decision-making process. People with disabilities can provide important 
perspectives and values for identifying solutions to barriers that voters with 
disabilities face across the voting process. The working group should 
identify guidelines and best practices for building inclusive teams to address 
different goals in promoting access to voting such as: 

o Designing and implementing voting procedures and practices. 
o Providing guidance and implementation during elections at the local 

and state level. 
o Researching, developing, designing, testing, and certifying voting 

technology to be accessible. 
 
2.2.5. Conduct research and development to improve efficiency and 
effectiveness of accessible voting  
 
Research and development of technology to integrate into the voting process is 
one of the greatest opportunities to improve accessibility in voting. Periodic 
reviews of both general purpose and specialized AT commonly used by people with 
disabilities may help identify new ways these tools could be incorporated into 
future elections systems or used by voters to navigate polling places, or to vote 
independently. Key considerations for future research and development efforts 
include: 

• Establishing multidisciplinary research and development teams that 
include experts in accessibility. When new voting technology is 
researched and developed, it is critical that accessibility experts are 
included. In addition to accessibility, multidisciplinary research and 
development teams could consist of experts in areas such as, but not limited 
to, AT, user experience, human factors, cybersecurity, and election 
administration. 

• Designing and implementing technology using universal design 
principles [74] [151]. By applying these principles, new technology could be 
made easy to use and support the needs of a wide range of voters, 
regardless of disability needs.  

• Accessibility should be a priority throughout the design process. In 
this way, accessibility should be part of the design of voting technology from 
the outset and throughout the process, rather than considered as an 
afterthought or not at all. Considering accessibility throughout the process 
not only results in technology that is more accessible, but it also reduces the 
chances that voting technology developed will have unintended barriers for 
voters with disabilities. For example, future research into practical solutions 
to security concerns should also address accessibility barriers that may 
result from such solutions. 
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• Designing and testing new technology with voters with disabilities 
as part of the process by implementing user-centered design process 
standards and best practices. 

o Currently, VVSG 2.0 [14] does this by calling for voting technology and 
its instructions to be implemented using user-centered design 
processes and tested for usability with both voters with disabilities as 
well as poll workers, with results reported by system developers in 
standard formats. This could be expanded to embrace developing 
technology and processes in voting including online voter registration 
and vote-by-mail request webpages and portals, vote-by-mail 
instructions and packaging, and voter guides.  

o Voting systems and voting information should be tested with voters 
with a variety of disabilities (e.g., manual dexterity disabilities, blind or 
low vision, etc.) who have diverse experiences with AT, technology, 
and voting. If possible, to encourage participation, compensate voters 
who participate in the study in line with ethical research practices. 
Although testing of voting systems is done during development by 
vendors, states could include testing in their own certification 
processes.   

o Testing should also include commonly used AT such as screen-readers. 
 
Below we describe how research and implementation should better integrate 
existing technology into the voting process as well as what areas of future 
research and technology development should be explored.  
 
2.2.5.1 Existing Technology  
 
Current technology should be significantly improved, better implemented, and 
more strongly integrated into voting through research and development by: 

• Increasing automation of voting processes. Many states currently 
provide online systems that automate voter registration and the process of 
signing up for vote-by-mail. These systems connect data sources to provide 
information personalized to a voter registration record, resulting in a more 
automated and streamlined process for both voters and election officials. 

• Investigating new communication technology. Technology that 
supports alternative communication and interaction styles includes live or 
remote ASL or speech-to-text interpreters to assist voters who are deaf or 
hard of hearing with the voting process.  

• Customizing and streamlining voters’ experiences. Technology could 
be used to automatically configure, based on voter information, the 
accessible features of voting systems, making it easier and faster for each 
voter to have a customized experience with the accessibility features the 
voter prefers and to streamline the in-person voting process. 
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o The voter registration record could include individual accessibility 
preferences, including large text, color contrasts or even preferences 
for different electronic information formats. Voting system preferences 
could match the options available in the local accessible voting 
machines [75].  

o Tools could support voters with disabilities by allowing them to use 
their own AT to read and mark a sample ballot. Sample ballots not 
only speed up the time to vote at the polling place, reducing fatigue 
from waiting time, but also help voters who need more time to make 
their selections [76][77][78]. 

- See the Examples of Integration of Existing Technology 
into the Voting Process below for an example of a sample 
ballot used in Los Angeles, California [78].  

• Assisting with selecting and setting up polling places. Online tools 
that store and analyze data could be used to determine where to locate 
polling places and to assist poll workers with setting up polling places on 
election day. Collecting this data could be used to document the degree to 
which accessible voting options are not currently available, and to identify 
the jurisdictions or locations that need more attention. Some examples of 
using technology to collect this information include: 

o Some state Protection and Advocacy (P&A) agencies have converted 
the ADA Checklist for Polling Places [8] into an electronic form to 
assess polling places. This checklist provides information for 
evaluating the physical accessibility of polling places, including 
parking, passenger drop-off locations, accessible routes, ramps, 
protruding objects, building entrance, lifts and elevators, and voting 
area.  

o There are a variety of tools available online that help election officials 
collect, analyze, and simulate data from polling places to understand 
how to best set up, design, and manage polling places. Examples of 
tools include voting system timers and simulation modeling of polling 
place flow, and data collection tools [79]. Use of these tools may help 
election officials identify how to best arrange a polling place to be 
accessible as well as how to reduce wait times, delays, and physical 
barriers. 

• Updating outdated accessible voting systems. Accessible voting 
systems may provide voters with disabilities with the support and features 
they need if existing, outdated voting machines are updated and certified to 
current VVSG 2.0 guidelines (Sec. 5). 
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Examples of Integration of Existing Technology into the Voting Process  
 
• In 2019, Merced County in California won an Election Assistance Commission 

(EAC) award for using a tablet to connect voters with a hearing disability with 
sign-language interpreters on election day [80]. 

• The Michigan Voter Information Center allows voters to view personalized 
information helpful to the voting experience, such as their polling place location 
and hours and a sample of their ballot [81]. There is also an online lookup tool 
to search the database for their voter information and for local clerks’ contact 
information. 

• In Los Angeles, California, the Los Angeles County Interactive Sample Ballot 
tool allows voters to review their ballot ahead of time, save their choices (not 
their personal information) on their phone or other personal device, and 
transfer selections to the VSAP Ballot Marking Device at the vote center to be 
reviewed, printed, and cast [78]. 

• The University of Rhode Island has developed tools to help election officials 
collect and understand data from their polling places. They have developed a 
voting system timer, a data importing and processing tool, 2D and 3D models 
of polling locations, and software to simulate polling place flow [79].  

• The Voting Center Siting Tool, developed in the Center for Inclusive Democracy 
at the University of Southern California, covers jurisdictions in 10 states [56].  It 
uses local demographic and voting data to provide election officials information. 
The criteria for siting include convenience to public transportation and locations 
near residential areas with high concentrations of people with disabilities, based 
on the requirements of California’s Voter’s Choice Act, a law passed in 2016 for 
making voting more convenient [82] [83]. 

• Remote Accessible Vote by Mail (RAVBM) uses technology to assist some voters 
with disabilities in receiving and marking a ballot electronically as part of vote-
by-mail. California is one example of many states that use this system in which 
voters download and mark their vote-by-mail ballot from home using their own 
AT. The ballot is then printed, signed, and returned by mail or at a voting 
location [84].  See Sec. 4 for a full discussion of RAVBM. 

 

 
2.2.5.2 Future Technology 
 
Researchers, developers, and designers should continue to explore how to 
develop accessible solutions and standards for the future of voting. A commitment 
to innovation and continuous investment in research and development will push 
the evolution of voting technology to incorporate the best advancements in 
accessibility. Importantly, these new innovations should be implemented into 
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guidance and standards so that they are implemented quickly to improve the 
accessibility of elections. Ultimately, the goal is for voters with disabilities to be 
provided with up-to-date technology and systems for accessible voting for years 
to come.  
 
Some specific areas for research and development include: 
 

• Integrating AT throughout the voting process. Voters with disabilities 
may have more independence for voting if they could use their own AT 
when registering, getting to the polling site, and checking in, but it should 
not be required that they provide their own AT [55].  

• Identifying alternative identity verification methods for voters who 
need them. Standards and research are needed for alternative identity 
verification methods. Voters unable to sign their names consistently or at all 
would have increased independence if alternative identity verification 
methods existed to provide a signature on both paper forms and online 
documents.  

• Designing technology to assist with in-person voting experiences. 
Technology could be leveraged to overcome the physical barriers voters 
with disabilities encounter when voting in person. Current research on 
technology such as magnification devices, way-finding apps and beacons, 
and other technology to assist voters should continue [54][55]. Given 
resource challenges experienced by many election officials, this technology 
should be affordable.  

• Continuing innovation in developing accessible methods for voting, 
especially for voters with print disabilities. Research is needed to 
continue to develop accessible technology and methods for voting. For 
example, research is needed to continue to find solutions for voters with 
print disabilities throughout the voting process (Sec. 4.2).  
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Examples of Modern Voting Technology Evolving from Research 

• Systems that are certified to the new VVSG 2.0 requirements will allow the
secure use of personal assistive technology (PAT) (requirement 8.1-I Standard
PAT jacks, see [14]). For example, a voter with manual dexterity disabilities
could use their own switch technology to control the accessible voting machine
as they mark their ballot.

• Microsoft’s ElectionGuard effort has made accessibility a priority in their work.
It is an example of voting technology being designed with accessibility experts
included in the development process [85]. The software aims to make voting
“secure, transparent, and accessible” by using end-to-end (E2E) verifiability
[86]. Their initial demonstration system uses an Xbox Adaptive Controller
designed to be both a generally highly accessible input device and to allow
jacks for any PAT using a 3.5mm jack.

Recommended Actions for the Federal Government 

The federal government should enhance efforts dedicated to multidisciplinary 
research and development of technology used throughout the voting process. 
There is existing statutory authorization for funding grants and pilot programs in 
HAVA Sections 271 and 281 [87] to support this. The federal government could 
establish public-private partnerships to: 

• Set priorities, develop guidance, and provide funding, in the form of grants
and contracts, for important research topics in accessible voting.

• Conduct prize challenge competitions to encourage development of new
voting technology.

• Create channels for sharing research, data, open-source code, and tools
through online communities of interest, state and federal databases, and/or
national conferences.

• Establish best practices and guidance for establishing interdisciplinary teams
that use universal design and user-centered design principles to support
accessibility in research and development.

• Perform comparative research to report why some jurisdictions comply with
accessibility requirements and others do not. This could help identify
underlying causes of common problems and factors or characteristics that
commonly accompany these problems. Identifying these issues may create
opportunities for understanding how to address root problems.

• Research impact of situational factors and voter characteristics on the
voting process for people with disabilities. Research should be conducted to
understand differences in barriers and solutions for accessible voting
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depending on factors such as geographic area, race, living situation, 
guardianship, etc. 
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3.1. Voter Registration and the National Mail Voter Registration 
Form Barriers 

Though many states and local jurisdictions offer a variety of methods and 
opportunities to register to vote, many voters with disabilities still encounter 
challenges. For example, research from 2020 indicates only 8.8% of voters with 
disabilities were likely to register online compared to 15% of voters without 
disabilities [89]. Online voter registration, which is offered or being implemented by 
42 states and Washington, D.C. (as of July 2021 [88]), has reduced barriers for 
many voters with disabilities; however, issues still exist when online registration is 
not properly implemented, resulting in barriers for some voters with disabilities.  

BARRIERS 

× National Mail Voter Registration Form (NMVRF) challenges. 
× Online voter registration systems in many states are insufficient or do 

not exist. 
× Paper versions of state voter registration forms are not an accessible 

option for voters with print disabilities. 
× Verifying registration information may add additional complexity for 

voters with disabilities. 

“Online voter registration sites should be a boon to people with disabilities, but at present 
most are not fully accessible” 

- Comment received in response to RFI, 86 FR 32026

3. Voter Registration and the National Mail Voter 
Registration Form
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National Mail Voter Registration Form (NMVRF) challenges 

The National Mail Voter Registration Form (NMVRF) [2] is a form that a voter can 
fill out and mail to register to vote in 47 states and Washington, D.C.4 The federal 
government was instructed to create a national mail voter registration form as 
part of NVRA, 52 U.S.C. § 20505 and 52 U.S.C. § 20508, in 1993 [15]. Currently, a 
voter downloads the form, navigates to their state’s specific instructions, and 
completes the fillable PDF form digitally or prints it to fill out by hand. The form is 
then signed and mailed to the state.  

While the NMVRF itself is an accessible, fillable PDF (portable document format), 
the process of filling out the form has accessibility barriers: 

• Because the form is designed to be mailed, some voters with disabilities
encounter the same barriers with this form as any paper form (e.g., printing,
physically mailing, etc.). Also, some voters do not own printers, thus having
to rely on a third party for help.

• The form needs to be physically signed, which is a barrier for some voters
with print disabilities.

• The process to find the relevant state instructions may be cumbersome to
voters.

o The printed form and instructions are 27 pages long, which may be
overwhelming, complicated, or confusing to those filling it out,
especially for those using screen readers or for voters with intellectual,
developmental, learning, or neurocognitive disabilities.

• In addition, like all paper voter forms, the NMVRF could be an indirect
barrier, because the voter’s information needs to be manually transcribed
into the voter registration database by election staff, which leaves room for
transcription errors to be made.

Online voter registration systems in many states are insufficient or do not 
exist  

• Online voter registration enables voters with disabilities to use assistive
technology (AT) that they are familiar with to fill out the form without having
to handle paper or needing to physically mail the form back. As of July 2021,
six states5 do not offer online voter registration [52][88].

• Online voter registration systems may be difficult to use, especially with AT.
o Some state systems may be inaccessible to AT.

4 The exceptions include North Dakota, which does not have voter registration, and Wyoming, which does not 
permit mail registration. New Hampshire town and city clerks accept the application as a request for a vote-
by-mail registration form.  

5 Note that voters register in person in New Hampshire and voter registration is not required in North Dakota 
[49].  
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o Forms built on older technology may not be responsive (i.e., not adapt
to the wide variety of devices and screen sizes). For example, long
lines of text require a lot of additional scrolling to read each line fully;
this may be exceptionally difficult for those with disabilities.

o Navigating the form is challenging when navigation items (e.g.,
Submit or Next links) are in non-standard or inconsistent locations.

o When using screen magnification technologies, some items on online
state systems may be easily missed.

o Some information is portrayed as an image, which cannot be read by
screen readers.

• Alternative text is not adequately descriptive or is incorrectly coded.
• Complex language may make the forms inaccessible or difficult to

understand, especially for voters with print disabilities.
• Poor color contrast of online state registration systems may make text

inaccessible or difficult to read.
• Voters with disabilities may not be able to complete the registration process

online if there is no alternative to using a state Department of Motor
Vehicles (DMV) driver’s license or identification (ID) to provide a signature.

Paper versions of state voter registration forms are not an accessible 
option for voters with print disabilities 

Many voters with disabilities encounter barriers with paper versions of state voter 
registration. Barriers they experience include:  

• Voters may not be able to see the information on the form.
• Filling out and signing the form without assistance is inaccessible or difficult

for some voters with print disabilities.
• Returning a physical form is inaccessible or difficult for some voters who

have difficulties traveling long distances or to locations that are not
accessible. For example, voters in rural areas may have to travel further to
access an appropriate drop-off location.

• If the process requires the voter to print the completed form, many voters
with print disabilities who do not own a printer have to rely on a third party
for assistance.

• Mailing a form is inaccessible or difficult for some voters with disabilities to
complete without assistance, especially packaging, sealing, and addressing
an envelope.

Verifying registration information may add additional complexity for 
voters with disabilities 

In many cases, state online voter registration systems require an individual’s 
driver’s license or a state identification card to verify the accuracy of the 
information against the state’s DMV systems [88]. However, there are many people 
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with disabilities who do not have a driver’s license or state identification card. 
While this process works for many, it is not sufficient to address the needs of some 
voters with disabilities. 

Additional steps for any voter experiencing difficulties in the voter registration 
process may involve having to contact the voter’s election official or the local 
elections office. If the form needs to be corrected, then the voter typically needs 
to visit their local office in person to provide the updated information. This creates 
barriers for many voters for whom mobility and/or transportation is a concern. 
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3.2. Recommendations for Voter Registration and the National 
Mail Voter Registration Form 

The voter registration process could be improved in many ways to reduce barriers 
that voters with disabilities face. Increasing compliance with federal laws, such as 
the National Voter Registration Act [15] and the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) [4][5], and expanding access to online voter registration services may 
increase access to voting for voters with disabilities. This would reduce the barriers 
that many voters with disabilities experience as they retrieve, fill out, and return 
the forms. The availability of online registration services would also reduce the 
reliance on paper, which is inaccessible or difficult for many voters with disabilities 
to use, especially those with print disabilities.  

Increase the use of automatic voter registration (AVR) and other methods 
where voter registration could be combined with other interactions with 
government  

• States should consider moving to an AVR system. AVR is a process where
eligible voters are registered by default when interacting with government
agencies (e.g., DMV) [90]. However, they can opt out if they wish. Currently,
20 states and Washington, D.C. offer some form of AVR [91].

• AVR may increase the number of people who register to vote when applying
for a driver’s license, applying for social services including Medicaid and
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), health insurance, filing
taxes, etc.

o Implementing AVR would provide a more efficient and effective
process; voters with disabilities would not have to complete extra
steps to register.

o Transferring registration information electronically — a feature of
many AVR systems — also streamlines the process for states, making

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 Increase the use of automatic voter registration (AVR) and
other methods where voter registration could be combined
with other interactions with government.

 Modernize the National Mail Voter Registration Form (NMVRF)
experience.

 Increase access and improve accessibility to online voter
registration services.
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it more efficient. Additionally, this may potentially lower costs, 
allowing states to reallocate money they would typically spend on 
printing, mailing, and data entry/processing to other areas of the 
elections process [92].  

• Reuse official signatures from other governmental purposes for registration
signatures and signature matching. Research and guidance are needed so
that states could obtain signatures from multiple sources, beyond the
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) and other NVRA Section 7 agencies.

• States could include transactions at agencies including Fish and Wildlife,
housing authorities, and tax filings [93]. For example, Alaska uses
information from their Permanent Fund Dividend to support AVR [94].

• If voters with disabilities can obtain state identification more easily, this
would increase the number of voters with acceptable forms of identification
and reduce barriers when registering to vote, when voting, and when casting
their ballot.

• Work with third parties to perform usability and accessibility testing of new
or updated forms, websites, or systems, as development and
implementation occurs in conjunction with commonly used AT.

• Update the vote.gov website [52] to guide voters through the registration
process for their state or jurisdiction.

Modernize the National Mail Voter Registration Form (NMVRF) experience 

Though the NMVRF itself is an accessible, fillable PDF, the process of using it is not 
accessible. Currently the form is designed to be printed out and mailed in, which 
poses challenges for some voters with disabilities. Updating the process to 
leverage current technologies may provide voters with disabilities an accessible 
form that is also easy and efficient to navigate. Updating the form and the process 
around it using current technology may also benefit voters by improving the 
efficiency for transmitting, processing, and updating registration information 
directly with the states. 

To modernize the NMVRF, a federal agency working group with entities with 
relevant expertise (e.g., disability, election administration, etc.) should be 
established to look holistically at improving the NMVRF by examining the use of 
technology, potential changes to federal policy, and collaborative methods to work 
with state and local jurisdictions. Some areas this group should investigate: 

• Modernizing how voters fill out the form electronically to capture information
relevant to each state.

o For example, if the registration process is entirely online, voters would
not need to print out and handle the form. For example, the voter
would not need to physically take the form from a printer, fold it, and
place it in the mail.
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 Additionally, some voters with print disabilities may be unable to
provide a consistent wet signature or provide a wet signature at
all; research is needed into viable alternative identity verification
methods that could be used in place of a wet signature.

o Use responsive design best practices when developing the interface for
electronic forms. Doing so will enable voters to choose between a
computer, laptop, tablet, mobile phone, etc.

o Usability studies should be conducted for the chosen methods. These
studies should include stakeholder engagement to test the form with:

 Voters with different kinds of disabilities.
 Different types of AT.
 Different electronic versions of the form (e.g., fillable PDF,

mobile version).
 Develop the form with design, usability, and accessibility

best practices in mind. Examples of guidance include:
- Federal plain language guidelines [95].
- U.S. Web Design System (U.S.WDS) [96].
- Forms that Work: Designing Web Forms for Usability

[97].
- “Website Forms Usability: Top 10 Recommendations”

[98].
- “Creating Accessible Forms: General Form

Accessibility” [99].
• Assisting voters with navigation of state-specific instructions. This could be

done by displaying the form on the website in an efficient digital format that
displays state instructions only for the state in which the voter is registering.

 This could be done to the current form but should also be
considered for future versions.

• Determining electronic and automated methods for transmitting the forms to
the states accepting them. This should be done in an electronic format that
enables states to add the application to their workflow for approval. This
process would benefit voters with disabilities in that they would not have to
print or mail the form.

• Considering an appropriate common data format for transmission and
storage (e.g., PDF, Word document, bar code, XML, etc.) depending on the
method of electronic return.

• Securing the voter registration process for all voters.
• Making the form interoperable with states accepting electronic registration.

Though implementing these recommendations could require additional resources 
and policy/process changes, with these improvements, the NMVRF could be an 
accessible option for voters with disabilities to register, especially in states that do 
not currently have online registration services.  
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Increase access and improve accessibility to online voter registration 
services 

• Providing voters with the option to register to vote online reduces the
reliance voters, especially those with disabilities, have on paper registration
forms. As of July 2021, 42 states and Washington, D.C. offered online voter
registration [88]. For states that don’t currently offer online registration, this
may require updated technology and infrastructure to support the additional
web hosting and processing of incoming data.

o For those states not yet offering online registration, in addition to the
access benefits for voters with disabilities, offering online registration
would lower costs, allowing states to reallocate money they would
typically spend on printing, mailing, and data entry/processing to other
areas of the elections process.

o States may consider offering a software application programming
interface that third parties, including other state agencies, could use to
create a secure, efficient connection to the voter registration system.
Offering this interface would reduce the amount of software
development needed by third parties to convert and transfer
information for each individual state. This would enable third party
organizations to focus more on widespread voter outreach and
organize transportation for those who need it. Research into the cost
and feasibility of this would be needed to determine that the return on
investment is beneficial. One example of such a system is the
Pennsylvania Online Voter Registration WebAPI (Web Application
Programming Interface) (PA OVR WebAPI) [100].

o The federal government could provide a similar solution for voters
using the NMVRF and leverage information submitted to other federal
agencies. For example, a voter who is submitting tax information could
be offered to be forwarded to the NMVRF, which could have pre-
populated information based on the original application.

• State online voter registration forms need to be updated to remain
accessible to voters with disabilities who employ AT to fill in their
information. This includes font size, word spacing, the positioning of fields
and buttons or links, and color contrasts. These forms should follow WCAG
2.1, Level AA as this allows voters with disabilities to easily navigate and
complete forms with a screen reader or any other access technology.
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4.1. Barriers to Vote-by-Mail 

Voting by mail, also referred to as vote-by-mail or absentee voting, is a 
“method of voting by which eligible voters are mailed ballots and information 
packets by the local election jurisdiction. Voters may be able to return their 
marked ballot by mail, bring them to an election office, or drop them off in 
secure drop boxes” [101]. This method occurs outside the polling place.  

Although traditional vote-by-mail involves receiving a blank paper ballot by 
mail, parts of this process can be done electronically in some states. Notably for 
voters with disabilities, a Remote Accessible Vote by Mail (RAVBM) system is a 
method of vote-by-mail in which voters electronically receive, download, and 
mark their vote-by-mail ballot at home using their own assistive technology 
(AT) or other technologies. Then the voter prints, verifies, signs, and returns a 
paper ballot in an envelope (for an example, see the system in use by California 
[84]). Although blank ballot delivery, reading the ballot, and marking the ballot 
is done electronically through RAVBM, a paper ballot is still returned to cast. 
This differs from electronic ballot return, which is “the return of a voted ballot 
or voter information packet using electronic means”[101]. In this section of the 
report, we describe barriers across the vote-by-mail process, which includes 
components of this process that can be done electronically (see “The Vote-by-
Mail Process and Relevant Terminology” box).  

BARRIERS 

× Requiring an excuse for absentee voting creates increased burden 
for voters with disabilities. 

× Requesting a vote-by-mail ballot online or by mail both have 
accessibility barriers. 

× Some voters with disabilities encounter barriers reading, marking, 
verifying, and returning (casting) a paper ballot. 

× Some voters with disabilities encounter barriers packaging and 
signing or addressing witness affidavit requirements. 

× Accessible options for electronic blank ballot delivery, marking, 
verification, signing, and return are limited for voters with 
disabilities, especially those with print disabilities. 

4. Vote-by-Mail
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In a survey study of voting in 2020 [53], 51.3% of voters with disabilities used 
vote-by-mail, an increase from 23.8% in 2012 (there was also an increase from 
16.4% in 2012 to 43.9% in 2020 for voters with no disabilities). As noted in the 
study, changes in voting experiences in 2020 may be due in part to the unique 
voting turnout and environment due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Of those 
voters with disabilities who voted by mail in 2020, approximately 5% reported 
having “any difficulty in voting,” though these rates varied by disability type, 
with over 20% of voters who are blind or have low vision reporting difficulty. 
Although 5% of voters with disabilities may appear to be a small number of 
voters, this amounts to roughly 885,000 voters (5% of the 17.7 million people 
with disabilities who voted, as estimated by another report by Rutgers 
University [89]). Importantly, as noted by the authors of the Rutgers survey 
study[53], this rate is almost double the rate of voters without disabilities who 
experience problems. 

“I was provided an accessible ballot that I could fill out privately on my computer, but the 
ballot had to then be printed, signed, and an envelope filled out by hand for it to be 
returned to the election commission…I had to enlist the help of my son to sign the ballot 
and then he had to address the envelope for me…” 

- Comment received in response to RFI, 86 FR 32026
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The Vote-by-Mail Process and Relevant Terminology 
 
The steps to cast a vote-by-mail ballot include: 

1. Determine eligibility for a vote-by-mail ballot. 
2. Request to vote by mail.  
3. Receive the vote-by-mail ballot. 
4. Read and mark contest options. 
5. Verify ballot selections.  
6. Sign ballot. 
7. Return the ballot.  
8. Election office verification and tabulation of the ballot. 

 
With developments in technology and innovations in election administration, parts 
of this process can be done electronically: 
• Electronic ballot delivery: “The delivery of ballot and voter information 

packets electronically. The MOVE Act requires each state to provide for the 
electronic delivery (via fax, email, or an Internet-supported application) of 
ballots and related information from the local election office to the 
registered UOCAVA voter” [101]. See below for more on UOCAVA.  

• Electronic ballot marking done via an electronic ballot interface: 
“Subsystem within a voting system which communicates ballot information to 
a voter in video, audio, or other alternative format which allows the voter to 
select contest options using vocalization or physical actions” [101]. 

 
Remote Accessible Vote by Mail (RAVBM) systems described in this report 
include electronic blank ballot delivery and electronic ballot marking, but not 
electronic ballot return. Using RAVBM, the ballot still needs to be printed, verified, 
signed, and returned using a paper ballot.  
 
Additional Note on Terminology: 
 
Electronic ballot return is “the return of a voted ballot or voter information packet using 
electronic means. This can be by fax, email, or using an Internet supported application. Sometimes 
referred to as Internet Voting” [101]. 

The Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA) of 1986 provides legal 
rights and requirements for particular “groups of citizens to register and vote absentee” in federal 
elections [102]. This includes use of the Federal Post Card Application for UOCAVA voters [112], 
which is a form that a voter can complete to both “register to vote and request an absentee ballot” 
[102]. UOCAVA voters are defined as three groups of citizens: “member of the United States 
Uniformed Services and merchant marine; their family members; and United States citizens 
residing outside the United States” [102]. UOCAVA was amended in 2009 by the Military and 
Overseas Voter Empowerment Act (MOVE Act) [102].  
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Requiring an excuse for absentee voting creates increased burden for 
voters with disabilities  

Some illnesses and disabilities are valid reasons to request a vote-by-mail ballot in 
the 16 states [103] that require an excuse to vote by mail; however, certifying 
disability may create added burden to voters with disabilities: 

• Voters with disabilities may not be aware they are eligible for vote-by-mail if
information regarding eligibility is not accessible.

• Voters with disabilities may spend extra time and effort to request and
receive documentation when it is required, and the methods to request and
receive documents may not be accessible.

• Voters may be reluctant to disclose their disability on a public form.
• Voters may have significant needs for vote-by-mail but may not consider

themselves to have a qualifying disability. For example, elderly voters may
not consider themselves to be disabled despite having issues with dexterity,
mobility, and vision. These individuals may benefit from accessibility
features but not know their options.

Requesting a vote-by-mail ballot online or by mail both have accessibility 
barriers   

• Filling out forms may be inaccessible or difficult for some voters with print
disabilities, and they may need to request a new ballot if a mistake is made;
receiving, filling out, and then returning the replacement ballot before the
deadline may be inaccessible or difficult.

• Some voters with print disabilities are unable to make a consistent hand-
written (or “wet”) signature that is needed for their application to be verified
to receive their vote-by-mail ballot in some states. Signature verification of
the vote-by-mail application is used in the verification process of 19 states
[103].

• In many states, voters with a disability need to apply for their vote-by-mail
ballot for every election. Only 16 states permit voters with disabilities to join
a permanent vote-by-mail list [103]. In some cases, the burden is placed on
voters with disabilities to obtain and submit a doctor’s note or other
documentation to be placed on the list [103].

• Some states currently have a web-based vote-by-mail application or other
online options for vote-by-mail applications [103][104]. However, these
methods may pose problems for voters with disabilities when web-based
applications and forms are not fillable or readable by AT or require a
scanned signature.

• Voters are required to submit a copy of their identification with their vote-
by-mail application in four states [103]. Voters with disabilities in these states
who do not have a driver’s license or state identification may be unable to
request the vote-by-mail ballot.
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Some voters with disabilities encounter barriers reading, marking, 
verifying, and returning (casting) a paper ballot  

• Some voters with disabilities, especially those with print disabilities, may not
be able to privately and independently handle, read, mark, and verify a
paper ballot when voting by mail (Sec. 2.1.3).

• Many voters with disabilities, even those who privately and independently
read, mark, and verify a mailed paper ballot, encounter barriers in returning
(casting) a mailed paper ballot that could prevent their ballot from being
counted or compromise voter anonymity and ballot secrecy.

o Many voters with print disabilities do not own printers needed for them
to return vote-by-mail ballots and other paper forms independently
[26][105]. Even if voters with print disabilities do own a printer, their
print disability may prevent them from being able to verify and return
the printed ballot privately and independently.

o Mailing a form is inaccessible or difficult for some voters with
disabilities, especially packaging, sealing, and addressing an envelope.

o Some voters with disabilities have difficulties navigating to a ballot
drop box, mailbox, or post office and may lack accessible
transportation [26].

o Only 13 states have laws regulating drop boxes [103], though more
states used drop boxes during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. Due
to differing definitions and features of drop boxes, drop boxes may not
meet the ADA’s accessibility requirements: drop boxes may be at
improper heights, not close to accessible parking spaces, or have no
visible signs indicating where the box is located [9][25]. In addition to
the drop boxes themselves, signs indicating drop box locations also
need to meet ADA requirements, as “visible” signs without accessibility
features would still be inaccessible to blind and many low-vision
individuals.

o In some states, voters are not allowed to have someone else, such as
a family member, care provider, or other designated agent, submit the
ballot on their behalf [103]. This may be especially problematic for
voters with disabilities who cannot leave their homes, live in a long-
term care facility or residential group home, or are otherwise unable to
independently return the vote-by-mail ballot package on their own.

Some voters with disabilities encounter barriers packaging and signing 
their ballots or addressing witness affidavit requirements  

Unfortunately, research suggests that voters with disabilities are more likely to 
have their ballots rejected [106]. These rejections may occur when: 

• Instructions for creating the vote-by-mail package and envelope are not
easy to follow, especially for voters with print disabilities; if the multiple
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envelopes and secrecy sleeves are not packaged correctly, the ballot could 
be rejected [107]. 

• Some voters with disabilities are unable to make a wet signature or make a
consistent wet signature due to print disabilities. Without a consistent
signature, the signatures made for the vote-by-mail packages will not match
those on file with the elections office and may result in the ballot being
rejected. As noted above, in some states this process occurs at both the
verification of the application as well as in verification of the ballot itself.

• Voters who are blind or low vision may not receive accessible instructions or
support in making the signature in the correct area.

• There may be accessibility barriers to correct signature issues. Currently 28
states have a process to cure a missing or mismatched signature on a mail-
in ballot [103]. Even when a cure process does exist, voters may encounter
barriers in resolving signature issues if the process to cure their signature is
not accessible. Moreover, this process may be challenging for voters with
disabilities to utilize prior to deadlines if they are required to travel to the
election office or request a new alternative ballot format.

In some states, there are witnessing affidavit requirements for submitting a vote-
by-mail ballot. Witness affidavits may be required when a voter is unable to sign 
the vote-by-mail ballot, or in some states, is required to submit any vote-by-mail 
ballot. For example, some states require a witness or notary signature in addition 
to the voter’s own signature [103]. People with disabilities may have difficulty 
locating another individual to perform this task, especially when they: 

• Are living on their own
• Have difficulties securing their own transportation
• Have sensory and/or self-care limitations

Accessible options for electronic blank ballot delivery, marking, 
verification, signing, and return are limited for voters with disabilities, 
especially those with print disabilities  

In recent years there has been progress in improving the accessibility of vote-by-
mail by incorporating electronic blank ballot delivery into the vote-by-mail process 
for voters with disabilities through RAVBM. This reduces the use of paper in the 
vote-by-mail process. Although RAVBM is an improvement for many voters with 
disabilities compared to the traditional vote-by-mail process, there are still existing 
barriers for some voters with disabilities with RAVBM. 

• RAVBM is a relatively new election innovation, gaining in availability. Some
states offer access to the tool throughout the state, while others leave it up
to the counties to decide whether or how to offer accessible voting by mail.
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• RAVBM may not meet ADA requirements [5][6]. For example, RAVBM may not
be compatible with commonly used AT or may suffer from poor design for
voters with disabilities [108].

• Importantly, although voters using RAVBM read and mark their ballot using
technology, voters still need to print, verify, sign, and return a paper ballot.
Because of the use of paper in these steps of RAVBM, these activities are
inaccessible for some voters with print disabilities and are often a barrier to
private and independent voting.

It is important to note that because a voter still needs to print and return (cast) a 
paper ballot when using RAVBM, this process is distinct from electronic ballot 
return, in which returning or casting the ballot does not involve paper (see The 
Vote-by-Mail Process and Relevant Terminology).  

• Electronic return has primarily been available to Uniformed and Overseas
Citizen Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA) voters (see The Vote-by-Mail
Process and Relevant Terminology). According to data from 2019,
electronic ballot return is available for UOCAVA voters in 26 states and
Washington, D.C. [109].

• Although electronic ballot return may further reduce the barriers caused by
paper in the vote-by-mail process for some voters with print disabilities,
there remain significant security, privacy, and ballot secrecy challenges [111].
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4.2. Recommendations for Vote-by-Mail 

The vote-by-mail process could be improved for voters with disabilities by 
increasing access to vote-by-mail by making it easier for voters to use this method 
of voting. Vote-by-mail may also be improved by increasing the accessibility and 
usability of electronic blank ballot delivery through Remote Accessible Vote by Mail 
(RAVBM) for voters with disabilities. Current processes of returning paper ballots 
could also be improved to make the process more efficient and clearer to voters 
with disabilities as well as conducting research to improve the accessibility of this 
process for voters with print disabilities. Lastly, we identify several areas for future 
research using technology to vote by mail.  

Improve access to vote-by-mail 

• Allow all voters to vote by mail without an excuse. Allowing any voter to
make this request reduces the burden placed on voters with disabilities to
submit documentation of their disability. This would benefit both voters with
disabilities and those who do not have documentation of their disability.

• Allow voters to request to vote by mail when they register. Coupling these
processes would also allow voters to update their information and
preferences more easily for vote-by-mail. The process could be especially
streamlined for voters with disabilities if it was implemented through online
voter registration systems.

• Allow voters to permanently request to vote by mail and to choose the vote-
by-mail option they need (i.e., paper or RAVBM). If voters automatically
receive their ballot by mail, they do not have to continually submit paper

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 Improve access to vote-by-mail.
 Expand accessible electronic options for requesting, receiving,

reading, and marking blank ballots as an alternative to paper-
based vote-by-mail.

 Continue research on accessible methods for verifying, signing,
and returning the ballot for voters with print disabilities.

 Increase accessibility for completing and returning paper ballots
by decreasing physical barriers for vote-by-mail.

 Change procedures for signature processing to support voters
with disabilities.
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forms or go to the election office to request a form for each election. Several 
states have a permanent absentee list where a vote-by-mail ballot is 
automatically mailed to voters on that list [103]. In addition, a few states 
conduct all mail elections and all voters, including voters with disabilities, 
automatically get a mailed paper ballot. State requirements to get on the 
permanent absentee list vary, but voters with disabilities are typically 
eligible. As part of this process, voters with disabilities should be able to 
permanently request to vote by mail using the option best suited to their 
needs, such as requesting RAVBM.  

• Voters with disabilities would benefit from election officials verifying requests
for vote-by-mail ballots using information already in voter registration
records rather than having to supply new information or complete additional
steps (e.g., providing a signature). Currently, 17 states verify voters’
requests for vote-by-mail ballots with information in the voter registration
record [103]. Signatures and identity verification are discussed more below.

• The federal government should establish a working group that includes
entities with relevant expertise (e.g., disability, election administration, etc.)
to create a holistic approach to provide information on vote-by-mail and
facilitate applying for vote-by-mail ballots. The holistic approach should
consider technical, policy, legislative, and statutory constraints.

Expand accessible electronic options for requesting, receiving, reading, 
and marking blank ballots as an alternative to paper-based vote-by-mail 

• Allow voters to electronically request the blank paper vote-by-mail ballot or
to use RAVBM. For example, currently voters in 14 states can use a web-
based system to request the blank paper vote-by-mail ballot, and voters in
nine additional states can use other online methods (e.g., email) to
electronically make this request [103]. The process voters use to request a
ballot electronically should be accessible.

• Provide RAVBM for voters with disabilities. By marking the ballot at home,
voters with disabilities have extra time to read and complete their ballots
and use their own technology or AT to complete accessible digital forms
(e.g., HTML web form, fillable PDF, etc.; [23][113]).

o Examples of states that use RAVBM include but are not limited to
California [84], Ohio [115], and Maryland [116].

• RAVM systems should:
o Follow ADA requirements [5][6] and relevant existing guidance for

accessible design, development, and implementation of these systems
[114]. Further model requirements should be created to facilitate state
adoption.

o Be accessible for voters to read and mark using their own AT and be
tested with voters with disabilities and a variety of AT in line with
research recommendations described in Sec. 2.2.5. To do this, RAVBM
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could follow section 508 and its associated Web Content Accessibility 
Guidelines (WCAG) standards for digital content accessibility [11][12]. 

Continue research on accessible methods for verifying, signing, and 
returning the ballot for voters with print disabilities 

Because voters with print disabilities face barriers in verifying, signing, and 
returning a paper ballot (even when using RAVBM), it is critical that resources and 
research are dedicated to continuing innovation to develop accessible methods of 
voting for voters with print disabilities. 

• Electronic ballot return methods could address barriers voters with print
disabilities experience in verifying, signing, and returning a ballot
independently and privately; however more research and standards are
needed to address the challenges with equally supporting accessibility,
security, privacy, and ballot secrecy within elections (see [118] and [119] for
detailed discussions of electronic ballot return and some suggested next
steps for research).

• Because some voters with print disabilities may be unable to provide a
consistent wet signature or provide a wet signature at all, research is needed
into viable alternative identity verification methods that could be used in
place of a wet signature.

Increase accessibility for completing and returning paper ballots by 
decreasing physical barriers for vote-by-mail 

• Improve the ability for voters to sign the voter signature form on vote-by-
mail envelopes. Current strategies include tactile marks, such as punched
holes, to guide blind voters where to sign on the envelope. As the screening
and processing of mail ballots continues to use automation in the process,
future approaches and technology should support accessible vote-by-mail
ballots signed in these ways (for more information, see below items on
signature verification processes).

• Provide clear instructions in accessible formats to help voters with disabilities
complete, sign, and package their ballots. Instructions should be in plain
language and clearly educate voters on how to complete their ballot
(including use of accessibility features), package the ballot in the envelope,
and return the envelope. Several best practices exist, such as providing the
voters with a checklist for the process, including instructions on the return
envelope, and providing explicit instructions on where and how to sign the
package [108][117].

• Provide pre-addressed and pre-paid envelopes to voters. Providing pre-
addressed envelopes would benefit voters with print disabilities in more
quickly and easily preparing the envelope to be mailed [105][120]. This is
needed for both traditional vote-by-mail and RAVBM. Pre-paid envelopes
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would reduce burden on all voters. Currently 17 states have legislation 
related to paying for postage [103]. 

• Consistent with federal law [121], allow voters with disabilities to designate
who can return their ballots and provide guidance for how to return ballots.
When a voter is unable to physically return their vote-by-mail ballot, allow
them to designate someone to submit their ballot for them. In some states
this includes a family member, but this could be expanded to caregivers in
general, especially for those in long-term care facilities or residential group
homes. There is need for guidance for determining when and how this
process works, as well as who is allowed to play this role. States could
consider extending guidance from topics described in a 2020 report from
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) and putting out their own
guidance [122]. Relatedly, states could provide blank ballot delivery and/or
pick-up services to assist voters with disabilities who cannot leave their
homes to cast their ballot using vote-by-mail.

• Support tabulation of RAVBM vote-by-mail ballots. Ballot scanners should
support tabulation of common paper sizes for at-home printers while
maintaining privacy and ballot secrecy. This could be accomplished by using
technology to facilitate scanning or automate remaking the ballot. By doing
so, election administration may better implement RAVBM, eliminating the
need to remake ballots manually.

• Increase access to and accessibility of ballot drop boxes for returning vote-
by-mail ballots. Ballot drop boxes could be an additional option to return
ballots for voters with disabilities. Drop boxes should meet the ADA’s
accessibility requirements and be in an accessible location [9]. For example,
election officials should consider the height of the opening and accessibility
features of the opening itself to be accessible to voters with different
disabilities.

Change procedures for signature processing to support voters with 
disabilities 

• Increase transparency and education about signature matching processes in
each state. Voters should be informed how their signatures are used to
match with voter registration records to understand the process.

• Provide an accessible signature cure process. This method should be
accessible and efficient for voters with disabilities and allow them to meet
the deadlines for submitting vote-by-mail ballots. Research is needed to
determine the technology, accessibility features, and process needed for
voters with disabilities to cure signature issues accurately, effectively, and
efficiently.

o An example of a cure process that uses technology is Colorado’s
TXT2Cure process [123]. When a signature is rejected, the voter is
notified and can electronically sign and upload identification using their
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phones. This may benefit some voters with disabilities, though this 
process may still have accessibility barriers for some voters with 
disabilities who are unable to sign or upload their identification. This 
process may also benefit voters at large by reducing the number of 
uncounted ballots if voters had the opportunity to cure their ballots. 
Although promising, future research is needed to explore the 
accessibility and accuracy of this and other cure methods for voters 
with disabilities.  

o The timeframe for voters to cure signature issues should also be
established and clearly communicated in accessible formats to voters.
This would provide voters who return their ballots at the deadline the
same opportunity for curing their signature as voters who cast their
vote earlier.

• Create best practices and standards for the signature verification process.
Guidelines for signature verification should support election officials in more
accurately matching signatures and allow election officials to better
understand considerations when matching signatures of voters with
disabilities. Research is needed to identify best practices for accurate
signature verification for voters with disabilities that could be incorporated
into formal state or national standards.

o Current signature verification processes include using a tiered system
to check signatures [107]. In this tiered process, the signature is first
checked by an election worker or automated system and can be
escalated to election office staff and/or supervisors for adjudication.
Research should continue to explore the accuracy and effectiveness of
this process for voters with disabilities.

o Examples of states with signature verification resources include
Colorado and Oregon [124][125].
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5.1. In-Person Voting Technology Barriers 

This section describes barriers voters with disabilities experience when voting in 
person in the polling place using accessible voting technology. For the purposes of 
this section, in-person voting technology refers to an accessible voting system. It 
is also commonly referred to as an accessible voting machine that the voter is 
using to mark, verify, and cast a ballot in the polling place. Ballot marking devices 
(BMDs) comprised 83.1% of accessible voting systems across the United States in 
2020 [126].  

Several research studies have explored voting patterns and challenges for voters 
with disabilities in order to identify barriers in the voting process. Results from a 
2020 survey study conducted by researchers at Rutgers [53] found that voting 
difficulties broadly decreased from 2012 to 2020. They found that of voters who 
voted in-person before 2020 and in 2020, voters with disabilities (13.9%) were 
more likely than those without disabilities (6.0%) to report that voting in 2020 
was “much easier” than it was the last time they voted [53]. The authors suggest 
these changes are likely due to both better polling place accessibility and to the 
unique voting environment due to the COVID-19 pandemic [53].  

Although it is encouraging that voting challenges have been decreasing generally, 
the survey study [53] identified several areas of in-person voting where many 
voters with disabilities still experience barriers. For example, the study finds that 
1% of voters with disabilities and 0.9% of voters without disabilities who voted in-
person reported “difficulty operating the voting machine” [53]. Compared to voting 

BARRIERS 

× Providing only one accessible voting system in each polling place 
creates barriers to independently and privately marking, verifying, 
and casting a ballot. 

× Many existing accessible voting systems are outdated and have yet 
to be updated to meet current standards for accessibility. 

× Ballots may be poorly designed for the technology and complicated 
to understand. 

× Many voters with disabilities are unable to independently and 
privately verify or cast the paper ballot. 

5. In-Person Voting Technology
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experiences in 2012, rates of “difficulty operating the voting machine” have not 
significantly decreased [53]. Although 1% seems small, this amounts to roughly 
177,000 voters with disabilities (1% of the 17.7 million people with disabilities who 
voted, estimated by another report [89]). The Rutgers study [53] highlighted other 
in-person voting challenges experienced by voters with disabilities: 

• More voters with disabilities than those without had problems “reading or
seeing the ballot” (0.0% for voters no disability, 3.8% for voters with a
disability) [53].

• Nearly 3% of voters with disabilities and without experienced difficulty
“understanding how to vote or use the voting equipment” [53].

Some research suggests that in-person voting challenges are exacerbated for 
voters with specific disabilities. The Rutgers study also found that 1.5% of voters 
with intellectual, developmental, learning, and neurocognitive disorders and 4.1% 
of voters who are blind or low vision had self-reported “difficulty operating the 
voting machine” [53]. Another survey study examining the voting experiences of 
blind and low vision voters in 2020 found that over half (54%) of blind and low 
vision voters had no problems casting their vote on an accessible voting machine, 
suggesting nearly 1 in 2 blind or low vision voters did experience some problem 
[127]. The study also found that an accessible voting machine was “up and running 
when arrived” for 68% of voters and 77% of voters were “able to privately and 
independently vote” on the accessible voting machines [127]. Thus, while a 
majority of the blind and low vision voters surveyed did not experience problems 
with the machines offered, there are still many who do have problems.  

When voters with disabilities are unable to use voting machines that are 
designated as being accessible, their privacy and independence for casting their 
ballots in person is threatened.   

“…I was finally ready to start my ballot. That is when I realized the large screen used 
for low vision users was facing the entire room, including the incoming line of voters. 
unacceptable…Then they realized the printer was not setup, no paper, and again was 
in plain view of everyone…. The total time from then I was handed my code to use on 
the [redacted voting machine] to when my ballot was finally scanned was around 2 
hours…” 
- Comment received in response to RFI, 86 FR 32026
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Providing only one accessible voting system in each polling place creates 
barriers to independently and privately marking, verifying, and casting a 
ballot   

Although polling places are legally required to have at least one accessible voting 
system [13], having only one accessible voting machine may create barriers for 
voters with disabilities. 

• Voters with disabilities are unable to vote if the single accessible voting
machine is not set up or not working.

• Ballots marked by BMDs often appear visually different from hand-marked
paper ballots. When too few voters use a BMD to mark their ballots, the few
BMD marked ballots can be identified, compromising those voters’ privacy
and ballot secrecy.

Many existing accessible voting systems are outdated and have yet to be 
updated to meet current standards for accessibility 

According to [128], jurisdictions in 45 states are currently using voting equipment 
that is no longer manufactured. These machines are less likely to be compatible 
with updated modern assistive technology (AT) and Voluntary Voting System 
Guidelines (VVSG). The VVSG contains requirements for a voting system to be 
certified [14] that specify many accessibility features for BMDs. These include 
features intrinsic to the device, such as visual, enhanced visual, and audio 
formats; interactions modes that include touch and support for limited dexterity; 
and AT switches to support tactile interaction (for more, see Appendix II). The 
current version of these guidelines is VVSG 2.0, adopted in February 2021; 
however, no accessible voting machines are currently certified to VVSG 2.0 or to 
the 2015 VVSG 1.1.  

Therefore, current machines in deployment are outdated and do not provide 
accessibility features to support voters with disabilities. Common issues include: 

• Some instructions for using accessible voting machines’ features are difficult
to follow.

• Some audio features are not adequately adjustable or poor in audio quality,
making them hard to understand.

• Mechanical difficulties with printing, jamming, and functionality of buttons
and headsets may occur [127].
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Ballots may be poorly designed for the technology and complicated to 
understand  

• Voters with intellectual, developmental, learning, and neurocognitive
disabilities and those using AT especially struggle to read their ballots and
understand how to mark their ballots when these ballot problems are
present:

o Presenting more than one contest on a single screen may cause
confusion.

o Lack of organization of information and instructions.
o Lack of plain language to support voters in understanding contest

options and how to make their vote selections.

Many voters with disabilities are unable to independently and privately 
verify or cast the paper ballot  

Currently, few BMDs on the market support accessible verification and casting. As 
in other parts of voting, some voters, especially those with print disabilities, 
encounter significant challenges when handling their paper ballot after they mark 
it with the BMD (see Sec. 2.1.3 for barriers introduced by paper). Some specific 
challenges verifying and casting a paper ballot include: 

• When an accessible voting machine does not provide an accessible way to
read back the marked ballot, or when the printed ballot is not designed so
that AT can accurately read the selections, voters with disabilities are unable
to verify their ballots. This may be because there is no scanning mechanism
at all in the voting system, there is a partial scanning mechanism with no
optical character recognition capacity to scan write-in text, or there is only
the option for scanned content to be presented through audio playback when
the voter needs, for example, magnification to verify.

• The process of physically traversing the polling place to cast a ballot may be
inaccessible or difficult for some voters with disabilities. For example, voters
who use wheelchairs and hand-mark a paper ballot may have issues
accessing the voter-facing ballot scanner and viewing the display.

• Voters with print disabilities have indicated the process to independently
feed the ballot into the voter-facing ballot scanner can be inaccessible or
difficult.

• If the accessible voting system produces a ballot different from other ballots,
poll workers remake those ballots (i.e., transfer the ballot to a format the
ballot scanners can read so that they can be counted). This potentially
introduces errors, and voters with disabilities are unable to verify the vote
that was ultimately cast.
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5.2. Recommendations for In-Person Voting Technology 

Existing voting technology addresses many barriers voters with disabilities face 
marking a paper ballot in person on election day; however, voters still encounter 
many challenges with voting technology when voting in person, especially with 
verification and casting the ballot. This section describes recommendations to 
improve the use of existing in-person voting technology, as well as areas of future 
research needed to better support voters with disabilities in casting their votes on 
accessible voting systems.  

Certify accessible voting systems to Voluntary Voting System Guidelines 
(VVSG) 2.0  

VVSG 2.0 [14] provides guidelines for accessibility features in accessible voting 
systems that are designed for voters with disabilities to vote independently and 
privately. VVSG 2.0 includes accessibility requirements for certification in 
Principles 5-8 [14], including, but not limited to: 

• Visual, enhanced visual, and audio formats
• Interaction modes using touch or switches
• Methods of voter interaction that have the same, consistent functionality for

verification, handling, and casting the paper ballot
• Customization of preferences
• Use of assistive technology (AT) provided by the ballot marking device

(BMD)
• Use of some personal assistive technology (PAT) belonging to individual

voters if they prefer to use it. (Note that the BMD cannot depend on this and
should include all the AT needed to vote as part of the accessible voting
system.)

• Support for the voter to correctly navigate, mark, verify, and cast their
ballot selections.

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 Certify accessible voting systems to Voluntary Voting System
Guidelines (VVSG) 2.0.

 Provide enough up-to-date and functioning accessible voting
systems based on community needs.

 Improve ballot design to support accessibility.
 Continue to improve accessible voting systems, especially for

verifying and casting a paper ballot.
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Voting systems certified to VVSG 2.0 should replace outdated accessible voting 
machines currently in circulation. Work is therefore needed to develop a path 
forward to replace existing accessible voting machines with ones that adhere to 
VVSG 2.0. It is important to note that systems certified to VVSG 2.0 in the near 
term will produce paper ballots, and some voters with print disabilities may still 
encounter barriers to voting. As discussed in Sec. 2.2.5, significant research and 
improvements are needed to design technology that voters with print disabilities 
could use more easily to vote independently and privately.  

Provide enough up-to-date and functioning accessible voting systems 
based on community needs 

As discussed in the previous section, voters with disabilities may encounter 
barriers to private and independent voting in precincts with only one accessible 
machine. Therefore, one accessible machine is often not enough, and instead a 
sufficient number should be determined.  

• Research is needed to help determine the number of accessible machines
needed by polling locations. The number of machines could be determined
by factors such as the precinct volume, redundancy in case of system
failure, as well as availability in sufficient numbers to maintain voter
anonymity and ballot secrecy.

• Guidance will also be needed to help election officials determine the overall
appropriate number of accessible machines needed in each polling location.
Technology and tools could be developed for election officials to use in
making this decision based on factors relevant to their polling place.

Improve ballot design to support accessibility 

• Design ballots to better support voters who use AT and follow usability best
practices in designing display and navigation of the ballot (see
[129][130][131][132] for examples of ballot design practices).

• Ballot instructions and contest options should also be written clearly and in
plain language.

Continue to improve accessible voting systems, especially for verifying 
and casting a paper ballot  

• Accessible machines should be designed to support not only reading,
marking, and verifying, but also hands-free casting of the ballot. Such a
system would better help voters with print disabilities privately and
independently vote.

• The paper ballot output of an accessible voting system should be read by
ballot scanners for verification by the voter and directly by optical scan
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tabulators for counting. A BMD with an encoding mechanism that allows the 
printed ballot to be tabulated typically uses that same encoding mechanism 
to provide accessible verification of the marked ballot content. When a BMD 
produces ballots that can be tabulated, there is no need for election officials 
to remake ballots or count them separately from other ballots (usually hand-
marked). Such practices may improve the privacy of voters with disabilities 
as well as increase efficiency on election day in counting votes.  

• Accessible voting systems should include a mechanism that scans the vote
content of the marked ballot and presents it to the voter for verification. This
would allow the voter to use the same access features to verify as they used
to mark the ballot. The entire voted ballot content should be presented for
verification including voted write-in text.

• Accessible voting systems should have an automatic paper-handling
mechanism that eliminates the need for a voter to manually handle a
marked paper ballot for verification and casting.

• Consistent access features (audio-tactile, enhanced visual display, switch
input control, etc.) should be available to mark, verify, and cast a ballot.

• Accessible procedures should be implemented to encourage voters to verify
their ballot. Procedures include emphasizing the importance of verification to
voters and having clear instructions for how to verify and identify where
mistakes are made [134]. These processes should consider recommendations
described in Sec. 2.2.2 for providing information in accessible and usable
formats for voters with disabilities.

• Existing technology should continue to be developed to support voters with
disabilities in independently and privately marking and verifying the votes
they cast. For example, optical character recognition (OCR) technology could
be developed to work more effectively with AT. Additionally, work is needed
to improve OCR apps used by people with disabilities to read marked ballots
to tell the voter which selections are marked.

• Research and development are needed for future technology to provide
accessible voter verification methods that allow voters with disabilities to
verify the ballot in an independent and private manner. Research in this area
should also consider usability, adoption rates, and the security of such
methods.
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6.1. Polling Location Barriers 

When individuals with disabilities go in person to cast their vote, whether they 
vote early or on election day, they often experience challenges that make the 
process inaccessible or difficult for them. Unfortunately, multiple reports (for 
examples, see [16][25][48][135][136]) of polling places for elections have found 
accessibility issues and low compliance with ADA requirements [5][6][7], rendering 
the polling location itself inaccessible. In some instances, ADA noncompliance is 
used as justification to close a polling place entirely, without determining an 
equally convenient and more accessible location; this results in voters needing to 
travel further. Poll workers with a low level of familiarity with accessible equipment 
or having an inadequate number of workers may compound these issues. 

BARRIERS 

× Some voters with disabilities encounter barriers when getting to or 
from polling locations or navigating the venue. 

× While inside the polling location, some voters with disabilities 
encounter an additional set of barriers that make the act of casting 
their ballot inaccessible or difficult. 

× For jurisdictions that offer it as an option, curbside voting may provide 
an alternative to barriers for some voters with disabilities, but there 
are still aspects that need to be addressed. 

“Even in 2021, my assigned precinct is inaccessible for me as a manual wheelchair 
user...” 
- Comment received in response to RFI, 86 FR 32026

6. Polling Locations
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Some voters with disabilities encounter barriers when getting to or from 
polling locations or navigating the venue 
 
There are many aspects to account for when selecting a polling location. The ease 
of navigating the polling location is essential. Voters with disabilities may have 
difficulties when the following barriers exist: 
 

• Accessible entrances or elevators are closed, locked, or blocked off. 
• No accessible parking or insufficient accessible parking. 
• Some pathways to the voting place are inaccessible. 

o No ramps or ramps are too steep. 
o Uneven or steep routes, routes blocked by curbs/stairs or other 

barriers make navigating to the polling place inaccessible or difficult. 
• Inadequate signage directing voters with disabilities to the accessible path 

to, from, and within the polling location. 
o Some signage does not meet ADA requirements [5][6][7]. 

• Difficulty getting to and from polling locations due to lack of accessible public 
transportation nearby. 

• Doorways are too narrow for wheelchairs, and doors are too heavy for voters 
with disabilities to open or do not have proper hardware. 

• Long lines or waiting times are particularly challenging for many voters with 
disabilities, especially those who have difficulties standing. 

o The temperature or weather also affects the ability to wait in line for 
many, especially if the line extends outside. 

• When polling places are not accessible, some jurisdictions shut down the 
polling location entirely [58]. Unfortunately, this results in decreased 
numbers of polling locations available to voters and limiting options for 
voters. 

 
While inside the polling location, some voters with disabilities encounter 
an additional set of barriers that make the act of casting their ballot 
inaccessible or difficult  
 
Barriers that voters with disabilities face are not limited to the exterior of the 
polling location. There are many aspects inside the polling location that may create 
additional barriers for voters with disabilities. Barriers that voters with disabilities 
may face inside include: 
 

• Check-in requirements are cumbersome for many voters with disabilities, 
especially for those who do not have a driver’s license. 

• Limited space, inaccessible routes, or poor organization inside the polling 
location makes it difficult for many voters with disabilities as they go through 
the process of checking in, voting, and casting their ballot. 
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• At least one accessible voting system is required by federal law [13], but 
there is often only one accessible voting machine, frequently segregated 
from the rest of the voting booths and resulting in limited availability. 

• Accessible voting machines are often not working or not set up and are not 
tested by poll workers before voting begins (Sec. 7). 

• Accessible voting machines are not set up correctly or not configured to 
maintain a voter’s privacy from passersby. 

o Machines are placed too closely together. 
o Privacy screens are incorrectly set up. 
o Machines may lack privacy features or have incorrect placement of 

features (e.g., privacy curtain, angle of machine, etc.) 
o For voters who use wheelchairs, other voters may see the ballot over 

their shoulders. 
 

For jurisdictions that offer it as an option, curbside voting may provide an 
alternative to barriers for some voters with disabilities, but there are still 
aspects that need to be addressed 
 
Curbside voting is an alternative to voting inside the polling location that voters 
with disabilities may choose to use. While this allows voters with disabilities to 
avoid potential barriers inside the venue, it is not without its own set of barriers. 
These barriers include: 
 

• Curbside voting is offered in many but not all states [137].  
o Some state or local laws prohibit curbside voting from being used or 

offered at all. 
• There is limited or no signage directing voters to a specified curbside voting 

area. 
• Some locations that offer curbside voting require the voter to call ahead of 

time to ensure that any equipment needed for curbside voting is available 
and set up prior to the voter’s arrival. 

• Some jurisdictions provide a telephone number as the only method for 
alerting poll workers that a voter is requesting to use the curbside option. If 
a voter either does not have a mobile phone, has difficulty using a mobile 
phone, or the polling location is busy, requesting assistance presents a 
challenge. 

• A voter may have a hard time reading instructions for where and how to call 
the poll worker. 

• The requirements for accessibility of curbside voting are not always followed 
completely. 

• The availability of curbside voting should be in addition to, rather than 
instead of, the general accessibility requirements for the polling place, and 
voters with disabilities should have the choice of which option best suits their 
needs.  
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• The ballots brought curbside are most often paper ballots which are not 
accessible to persons with print disabilities. 

• Ballot privacy may be an issue with curbside voting.  
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6.2. Recommendations for Polling Locations 
 

 
 
While progress is continually made to provide accessible polling locations for 
everyone to cast their ballots privately and independently, there are many 
measures election officials could take to further reduce the barriers experienced by 
voters with disabilities. Election offices should provide educational materials on 
their websites or other means to advertise available offerings. 

 
Select polling locations that are compliant with the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA)and have accessible transportation and paths 
 

• Polling places should be accessible per ADA requirements [5][6][7]. 
o Regularly audit locations prior to elections and determine what 

temporary measures are needed for the location to become or remain 
accessible. If it is determined a polling place is not accessible, an 
alternative accessible location should be selected. 

o If a polling place is found to be non-compliant, rather than shutting 
down the polling place, efforts should be performed to resolve any 
identified issues. 
 This may include providing alternative accessible options for 

voters to cast their ballots. Although options may not address a 
specific issue, it could provide a new alternative that does allow 
voters to cast their ballot.  

 If the location needs to be closed, an adequate and equally 
convenient substitute location should be identified. 

o Consider using government (county and municipal) buildings as polling 
places, as they are more likely to be ADA-compliant. 

o Consider establishing accessible voting centers where any voter in the 
jurisdiction could vote. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 Select polling locations that are compliant with the Americans with 

Disabilities Act (ADA) and have accessible transportation and paths. 
 Set up polling locations with adequate and available accessible 

equipment. 
 In addition to providing accessible polling places, offer curbside voting 

as an option. 
 Continue to collect feedback and conduct research on accessibility 

within polling locations. 
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o Develop and deploy methods to evaluate the accessibility of polling 
places on election days. Allow voters to document and report issues 
they encountered or witnessed so they may be addressed quickly. 
 For example, the State of Wisconsin has such a tool, which they 

use to inform areas of focus for future elections [138]. 
• Some voters with disabilities need more time or support from a caregiver, 

family member, or friend to get to and from a polling location than those 
without disabilities. Therefore, the federal government and state/local 
governments should consider encouraging employers to provide enough 
leave time for voting on election day or providing additional flexibilities for 
individuals with disabilities to vote. They may also need more time to check-
in, mark, verify, and cast their ballot. If employers permitted flexible leave 
options, and jurisdictions provided flexible days and hours for voting, voters 
with disabilities and the caregivers, family members and friends who assist 
them would be able to show up and cast their ballot without stress or loss of 
pay from having to take off work for an extended period; currently, some 
voters may not be able to take off work at all during the hours of operation 
of their assigned polling location.  

• Polling locations or vote centers should be placed near accessible public 
transportation. If this cannot be done, consider having a free, accessible 
vehicle that could transport voters between the polling location and an 
accessible public transportation hub or bus station. For voters with 
disabilities who do not have their own transportation or are unable to 
operate a vehicle, this would greatly increase their ability to vote 
independently. 

o Another option that should be considered is an accessible mobile vote 
center vehicle in which poll workers bring the accessible voting 
machine to the voters’ locations at a scheduled time. This vehicle 
should also have portable, accessible equipment so it could be brought 
to the voter’s specific location. This may allow voters who cannot use 
polling places, mail, RAVBM, or other existing methods to vote, as well 
as those who do not have access to a computer, smartphone, or 
assistive technology.  

• All aspects of polling places should be accessible, including paths from the 
parking lot to the building and inside the building to the accessible voting 
machines, as required by the ADA [5][6][7]. 

• Adequate signage should direct voters throughout the polling location. This 
includes ADA required signage, for parking spaces, and to direct voters to 
the accessible entrance(s) or voting area [5][6][7]. 

 
Set up polling locations with adequate and available accessible equipment 
 

• Create and use a comprehensive checklist that poll workers should use every 
day. Checklists should be used to determine that all equipment, including an 
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adequate number of accessible voting systems, is properly set up and 
functioning before poll workers open the doors. Voters with disabilities 
should be able to expect to vote as quickly and smoothly without 
encountering obstacles as other voters; having all equipment set up in 
advance reduces the amount of time they need to remain at the polling 
location. 

• Improvements for setting up accessible voting machines include: 
o As also discussed in Sec. 5, polling places should be set up in advance 

to provide enough functioning accessible voting machines, and these 
machines should also be tested for functionality when set up.  

o All voters should be informed of the availability of accessible voting 
machines. Polling places could provide signage or instructions to all 
voters for how to request and use the accessible machines (Sec. 7 has 
more information on the role of poll workers in this process). 

o Guidance or standards are needed on how to provide privacy to voters 
using accessible voting machines. The accessible voting machines 
should be set up so any voter who uses those machines can do so 
privately. This includes proper spacing of privacy screens, table height, 
and appropriate distance between pathways and neighboring 
accessible voting machines.  

o If all voters are not using the same accessible machines, accessible 
voting machines should not be segregated from other machines (Sec. 
7 has more information on the role of poll workers in this process). 

• If capacity cannot be managed to avoid voters standing in line while waiting 
to vote, polling locations should provide chairs along the line of those waiting 
to vote for those who are unable to stand for extended periods of time. 

• Equipment and accommodations to support voters with alternative 
communication styles should be available, set up, and functional. Polling 
places should provide AT and other auxiliary aids and services to support 
voters who use alternative communication styles, such as sign language.  

 
In addition to providing accessible polling places, offer curbside voting as 
an option 
 
Curbside voting is an accessible voting option for many voters with disabilities and 
could be offered as one option for voting at polling locations with adjacent parking 
areas or curbs. It can address some barriers faced by voters with disabilities. 
However, less than half of the country currently offers it. Additionally, this option 
could be used for vote-by-mail ballot return. 

 
When considering offering curbside voting: 

• Develop guidelines for accessible curbside voting that are consistent with 
ADA accessibility requirements and other voting laws, such as those 
mandating ballot privacy. For curbside voting to be accessible and lawful, 
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election officials need detailed guidelines they can use to implement curbside 
voting in their polling place. The guidelines should include procedures for poll 
worker staffing, set-up, and signage, and protecting voters’ independence 
and privacy while casting their ballot curbside. 

• Use portable and accessible voting technology. This voting technology should 
be both accessible and portable for an election official to carry and to fit into 
a car for a voter to use. This technology should also include privacy for the 
voter to cast their vote.  

• Provide adequate signage and instructions to direct voters to a curbside 
voting area. 

o Many voters who have curbside voting available do not know it exists. 
This signage is essential to direct voters to the right locations. 
Additionally, there should be more public outreach that advertise the 
curbside voting options ahead of elections, so that those with concerns 
or questions can have them answered ahead of time. 

o When at the curbside voting area, adequate signage should be posted 
that provides instructions on what to do next. If a poll worker cannot 
be dedicated to curbside voting, signs should include options to alert a 
poll worker that voters have arrived at the curbside voting area or if 
they need assistance. This process should not rely on the voter to 
bring a phone or another person to alert poll workers for them. 
Another option that could be considered is the use of a sensor to alert 
poll workers. 

o Review requirements for curbside voting as described by the U.S. 
Department of Justice [30]. 

 
Continue to collect feedback and conduct research on accessibility within 
polling locations 
 

• Collect feedback from voters with disabilities on an ongoing basis to predict 
future voting patterns and needs in order to better support them; for 
example, what challenges they had using equipment and how long it took 
them to cast their ballot. 

o This feedback could be used as supporting data to justify changing the 
polling location or determine more effective temporary and permanent 
solutions. 

o Research and investigate how election officials could better distribute 
poll workers to reduce staffing-related barriers based on collected 
data. 
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7.1. Poll Worker Training Barriers 

When poll workers do not receive enough training, they may become a barrier 
to voters with disabilities attempting to cast their ballots.  

Training may not provide poll workers with sufficient knowledge of the 
needs and rights of voters with disabilities 

Without adequate training, poll workers may be unfamiliar or have challenges 
with: 

• Recognizing the needs and rights of people with disabilities and how to
support their access to vote. This is especially true of voters with disabilities
who may not be identified using visual cues (e.g., wheelchair, cane, etc.)
[48][139].

• Providing accessible communication for voters with disabilities who utilize
assistive technology (AT), American Sign Language (ASL), or other

BARRIERS 

× Training may not provide poll workers with sufficient knowledge of the 
needs and rights of voters with disabilities. 

× Poll worker training may not adequately prepare poll workers to set up 
and use accessible voting systems. 

× Poll workers may unintentionally serve as gatekeepers to the voting 
process, especially to using accessible voting systems. 

“As a person with low vision, I have a long wait every time I go to vote. The primary issue is 
the poll workers don't know how to turn the voice on in the voting machine. Sometimes it 

takes two hours for them to figure out how to turn on the voice…. I have also been asked if 
someone could help me vote. I deserve to vote independently and privately, as is my right.” 

- Comment received in response to RFI, 86 FR 32026

7. Poll Worker Training
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alternative methods of communication. For example, verbal check-ins with 
poll workers could create barriers for voters who are deaf or hard of hearing. 
This barrier was compounded during voting in 2020 due to poll workers 
wearing masks as part of COVID-19 protocols. Additionally, some speech-to-
text transcribers provide voters with inadequate support when the 
technology requires internet connectivity and a low-noise environment.  

• Recognizing their own biases about people with disabilities regarding access 
to accommodations, other support needed to vote, or engagement in the 
voting process. Even when poll workers may be aware of their own biases, 
they may be unsure how to address their biases.  

• Understanding the legal rights of voters with disabilities to vote and have 
assistance when voting (e.g., using AT, bringing a caregiver, friend, or 
family member to assist them in voting). In some cases, not understanding 
these rights may perpetuate damaging misperceptions that people with 
disabilities cannot vote [140]. 
 

Poll worker training may not adequately prepare poll workers to set up 
and use accessible voting systems 
 
Voters with disabilities are delayed in using accessible voting machines or are 
unable to use them at all when poll workers are not trained to operate accessible 
voting machines. Specific problems include: 

• Poll workers may have insufficient knowledge of setting up and using 
accessible voting machines [48][127][140]. In some cases, the accessible voting 
machines are not turned on or working when voters with disabilities arrive at 
the polling place [25][127]. 

• Poll workers may have challenges using accessible voting machines’ 
features; problems may be exacerbated when poll workers have low 
computer/technology literacy and become flustered under the stress of 
election day [139][140].  

 
Poll workers may unintentionally serve as gatekeepers to the voting 
process, especially to using accessible voting systems 
 
Poll workers unaware of or misinformed about the rights of voters with disabilities 
may ultimately prevent voters with disabilities from privately and independently 
voting. In these situations, poll workers unintentionally become gatekeepers to the 
voting process, denying voters with disabilities their right to vote.  
 
One particular area where insufficiently trained poll workers may serve as 
gatekeepers is in offering use of accessible voting systems. Anyone with or without 
a disability should be able to use the accessible voting machines if requested. 
However, poll workers often have misperceptions about who can use the 
machines, believing the machines can only be used by people with a visually 
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identifiable disability (e.g., those using a wheelchair or cane). This results in poll 
workers: 

• Reserving the machines only for those who have a visually identifiable 
disability.  

• Requiring voters with disabilities to ask the poll worker for permission to use 
them.  

• Requiring voters to prove they have a disability, or a particular disability, to 
use the machines. 
 

Voters with disabilities who could benefit from using the accessible voting 
machines may be blocked from them, forcing some voters with disabilities to 
sacrifice their privacy and/or independence to cast their ballot. In some of these 
cases, voters with disabilities are unable to mark their ballot as they had intended 
or have great difficulty doing so.  
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7.2. Recommendations for Poll Worker Training 
 

 
 

Improvements to poll worker training are needed to better prepare poll workers to 
support voters with disabilities. Ultimately, improved poll worker training may 
increase the accessibility of the polling place and better support voters with 
disabilities to vote privately and independently.  

 
Provide training and tools for turning on, setting up, and troubleshooting 
accessible voting systems 
 
Before election day: 

• Teach poll workers to integrate accessible machines fully into the polling 
place. When the accessible machines are integrated into the polling process, 
setting up and using the machines will be a part of the process and not a 
separate step perceived as optional.  

• Train poll workers to allow any voter to use the accessible machines, rather 
than limiting accessible machines to certain voters. Poll workers could avoid 
becoming gatekeepers to the accessible machines if they make all voters 
aware of the availability of the accessible machines and how to access them. 
This would remove the need for voters with disabilities to disclose a disability 
and would also allow voters who do not have visually identifiable disabilities 
to use accessible voting technology. Ultimately, this training may result in all 
voters being informed of the availability of accessible machines and the 
voters themselves deciding whether to use it. 

o One way this could be implemented is to train poll workers to ask 
voters how they would like to vote during check-in. Specifically, in 
jurisdictions with both hand-marked paper ballots and machines, poll 
workers could ask if the voter prefers to hand-mark their ballot or use 
an accessible voting machine. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 Provide training and tools for turning on, setting up, and 

troubleshooting accessible voting systems. 
 Provide resources to poll workers on election day to remind them of 

proper instructions for interacting with voters with disabilities and 
accessible voting. 

 Require information about accessibility and the needs and rights of 
voters with disabilities in poll worker training to increase awareness 
and knowledge of those needs and rights. 
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Provide resources to poll workers on election day to remind them of 
proper instructions for interacting with voters with disabilities and 
accessible voting 
 

• Create job aids and checklists for poll workers for all aspects of election day. 
This could include checklists for setting up the polling place and turning on 
the accessible voting machines [49][140]. These aids should include 
instructions for troubleshooting as well as setup and use. Job aids could also 
be used as a reference for using equipment or interacting with voters with 
specific needs.  

• Job aids, checklists, and guides should follow usability best practices and be 
tested by poll workers [141]. Aids should include pictures and instructions 
written clearly and in plain language.  

 

 
Examples of Job Aids 
 
• Contra Costa County in California has developed an award-winning training “A 

Simple (Accessible) Path for All” that includes an Accessibility Kit written in 
plain language and checklists, maps, and step-by-step guides for fixing 
obstacles and barriers [142]. 

• The Research Alliance on Accessible Voting created election day job aids for poll 
workers in the form of oversized, step-by-step guides including text and 
pictures [140]. The aids include instructions for poll workers on the accessibility 
features of accessible voting machines and providing accommodations for 
voters with disabilities. 

 

 
 
Require information about accessibility and the needs and rights of voters 
with disabilities in poll worker training to increase awareness and 
knowledge of those needs and rights  
 

• Poll workers should understand the rights of voters with disabilities, as well 
as a working knowledge of common accommodations voters with disabilities 
have or use. Poll workers should also know what to do if a voter with a 
disability needs an accommodation that was not specifically covered in 
training. 

• Train poll workers to facilitate effective communication [30] and interaction 
practices with voters with disabilities [140][139]. Poll workers should be 
familiar with forms of alternative communication (including auxiliary aids 
and services) available at the polling place. For example, a poll worker could 
assist a voter who is deaf or hard of hearing by using technology to facilitate 
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communication (e.g., Video Relay Interpreting services), communicating 
with an on-site American Sign Language (ASL) interpreter, or (where a voter 
can understand written English) communicating with the voter using printed 
information that the voter can respond to. Training on these communication 
methods may reduce poll workers’ biases about auxiliary aids and services 
voters with disabilities need to vote. 

o There may be a need to develop effective guidelines and best practices 
for communication in specific circumstances such as the COVID-19 
pandemic. For example, communication practices may need to differ 
when poll workers wear masks. Poll workers could wear clear anti-fog 
masks to more effectively communicate with voters who are deaf or 
hard of hearing who read lips, but such practices and others should be 
investigated further.   

• Integrate real-world scenarios into the training process. Use real-life 
scenarios and examples to train poll workers to support voters with a 
disability in the polling place (e.g., handling voter identification, using audio 
features on an accessible voting machine) [141]. 

• Poll worker training itself should be accessible to people with disabilities. 
This includes accommodations and auxiliary aids and services. We 
recommend that all poll worker training materials be accessible and available 
in several formats, including audio, large print, and Braille, as well as be 
screen readable and written clearly in plain language. Poll worker training 
should also provide accommodations needed through discussions with 
individual poll workers. For example, one helpful practice could be to allow 
split shifts and part-day hours for poll workers, practices already in place in 
16 states [143]. Further research and outreach to the disability community is 
needed to determine specific accommodations to facilitate voters with 
disabilities serving as poll workers. 

• Require that new accessible voting machines, including aspects related to 
accessibility, be easy for poll workers to set up, operate and take down. 

• Research is needed on user interfaces for systems such as those used in 
voting, where the systems will be operated by temporary workers with little 
training. 

• Jurisdictions should obtain empirical evidence about how much training is 
required for typical poll workers to successfully operate a particular type of 
accessible voting machine before deciding to purchase that system. 
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Appendix I: Acronyms  
Table 1. Acronyms 
Acronym Definition 
ACLU American Civil Liberties Union 
ADA Americans with Disabilities Act  
ASL American Sign Language 
AT assistive technology 
AVR Automatic Voter Registration 
BMD ballot marking device 
CMS Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
COVID-19 coronavirus disease 2019 
DMV Department of Motor Vehicles 
DOJ Department of Justice 
EAC Election Assistance Commission 
EO Executive Order 
FVAP Federal Voting Assistance Program 
GAO Government Accountability Office 
GSA General Services Administration 
HAVA Help America Vote Act 
HTML hypertext markup language 
ID identification 
NGO Non-Governmental Organization 
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology 
NMVRF National Mail Voter Registration Form 
NVRA National Voter Registration Act 
OMB Office of Management and Budget 
PA OVR WebAPI Pennsylvania Online Voter Registration WebAPI 
PAVA Protection and Advocacy for Voting Access 
PDF Portable Document Format 
RAVBM Remote Accessible Vote By Mail 
RFC Request for Comment 
RFI Request for Information 
SNAP Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program  
UOCAVA Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting 

Act 
VAEHA Voting Accessibility for the Elderly and Handicapped 

Act 
VRA Voting Rights Act 
VVSG Voluntary Voting System Guidelines 
WCAG Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 
WebAPI web application programming interface 
XML extensible markup language 
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Appendix II: Accessible Voting Systems  

 
What is an “accessible voting system”? 
 
“Accessible voting system” and related voting system terminology is used 
throughout this report. This summary is an overview of the relevant definitions 
and features of an accessible voting system. 
 
Background. Section 301 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) [13] 
describes the capabilities of the voting system and specifically states that “The 
voting system shall— (A) be accessible for individuals with disabilities, including 
nonvisual accessibility for the blind and visually impaired, in a manner that 
provides the same opportunity for access and participation (including privacy and 
independence) as for other voters; (B) satisfy the requirement of subparagraph 
(A) through the use of at least one direct recording electronic voting system or 
other voting system equipped for individuals with disabilities at each polling place; 
…” HAVA also directs the Election Assistance Commission to adopt voluntary voting 
system guidelines (called the VVSG) developed by their Technical Guidelines 
Development Committee (TGDC) with technical support from the National Institute 
of Standards and Technology (NIST). These guidelines include “assistive 
technologies for individuals with disabilities (including blindness).” 
 
The EAC certifies voting systems if they meet the technical requirements of the 
VVSG. VVSG 2.0 [14], adopted February 10, 2021, is the current version, but 
voting systems are currently certified to VVSG 1.0. It is important to note that 
VVSG is not a legal mandate. It is guidance and is voluntary for states who choose 
to require new voting systems to be certified to the VVSG (or create state 
standards based on it). 
 
VVSG 2.0 includes detailed guidance for accessibility features of in-person 
electronic voting systems that can enable voters with disabilities to vote privately 
and independently to the greatest extent possible. 
 
Definitions and features of an accessible voting system. The definitions and 
features build on Section 301 of the 2002 Help America Vote Act: an accessible 
voting system is one that is accessible for individuals with disabilities in a 
manner that provides the same opportunity for access and participation (including 
privacy and independence) as for other voters [13]. HAVA provides that this 
accessibility requirement can be met in federal elections through use of a direct 
recording voting system or other voting system equipped for individuals with 
disabilities at each polling place. The accessibility of voting systems is further 
governed by the Americans with Disabilities Act [5]. 
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An accessible in-person voting system contains several access features that are 
designed for voters with a range of disabilities with the goal to allow them to 
mark, verify, and cast their ballots privately and independently. The most up-to-
date required accessibility features for in-person voting systems are described in 
some detail in VVSG 2.0. An in-person voting system is often referred to as a 
voting machine. Typically, an accessible voting machine at the polling place is an 
electronic ballot marking device (BMD). This is a device that permits contest 
options to be selected and reviewed on an electronic interface using a variety of 
input and output access features, and once vote selections are made, it prints a 
marked paper ballot. Ultimately, the goal for accessibility is a universal design so 
that the BMD can be accessed, understood, and used by the widest range of voters 
regardless of their age, size, ability, or disability. 
 
BMDs certified to VVSG 2.0 will have accessibility features intrinsic to the device 
and include visual, enhanced visual, and audio formats and interactions modes 
that include touch and support for limited dexterity. VVSG 2.0 specifies that all 
methods of interaction by voters have the same functionality as the visual format 
and touch mode not just for voting but also for voter verification, handling, and 
casting of the paper ballot.  If a voter requires assistive technology (AT) in the 
form of a headset or switch, these are available with the BMD, or the voter may 
use their own personal AT.  However, the BMD cannot rely on the voter to supply 
their own AT. Voters may need assistance to plug into the standard audio jack or 
assistive technology jack. The VVSG 2.0 also includes accessibility requirements 
for physical access, such as placement of controls for easy reach for a voter in a 
wheelchair.   
 
While HAVA focuses on an accessible voting system (for marking, verifying, and 
casting the ballot) to address the wide range of voters with disabilities, there are 
some voters with disabilities who can and will choose to cast their paper ballot 
(either hand marked or from the BMD) directly into the voter-facing ballot scanner 
in the polling place to cast their ballot. For example, they may use a wheelchair or 
a magnifier. There are accessibility features described in the VVSG 2.0, such as a 
display readable by someone in a wheelchair, large font, and audio cues, that 
apply to the scanner display to accommodate those voters.  
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Appendix III: Glossary  
All definitions are from the NIST Election Glossary [101] unless otherwise noted with 
a numbered citation at the end of the definition. 
 
 Table 2. Glossary of Terms  
 
Term Definition 
Absentee voting  Voting that is typically unsupervised at a location chosen by the 

voter either before or on election day.  
Synonyms: all-mail voting, mail voting, postal voting, vote-by-
mail  

Accessible voting 
system  

See Appendix II.   
Synonym: accessible voting machine 

Accessibility Measurable characteristics that indicate the degree to which a 
system is available to, and usable by, individuals with 
disabilities. The most common disabilities include those 
associated with vision, hearing, mobility, and cognition. 

Alternative format The ballot or accompanying information is said to be in an 
alternative format if it is presented in non-standard ballot 
language and format. Examples include, but are not limited to, 
languages other than English, Braille, ASCII text, large print, 
recorded audio.  

Assistive technology 
  

1) A device that improves or maintains the capabilities of 
people with disabilities (such as no vision, low vision, 
mobility, or cognitive). These devices include headsets, 
keypads, software, sip-and-puff, and voice synthesizers 
[14]. 
 

2) Any item, piece of equipment, or product system, 
whether acquired commercially off the shelf, modified, or 
customized, that is used to increase, maintain, or 
improve functional capabilities [144]. 

 
See Also: Personal Assistive Technology. 

Assistive technology 
services  

The term “assistive technology service” means any service that 
directly assists an individual with a disability in the selection, 
acquisition, or use of an assistive technology device. [148] 

Automatic voter 
registration 

Eligible voters are automatically registered to vote whenever 
they interact with government agencies [145] 

Ballot Presentation of the contest options for a particular voter.  
Ballot drop box A locked container, either indoor or outdoor, where voters can 

return an absentee ballot for collection directly by an election 
official. [145] 

Ballot marking 
device 

A device that: 
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Term Definition 
permits contest options to be reviewed on an electronic 
interface, produces a human-readable paper ballot, and does 
not make any other lasting record of the vote’s selections.   
Synonyms: BMD, EBM, electronic ballot marker  

Ballot remake A ballot substituted for a damaged or partially invalid ballot – 
usually remade by a regulated process where the votes from 
the damaged or partially invalid ballot are duplicated onto 
another ballot that can tabulated by a ballot scanner. [145]  

Ballot scanner Device used to read the voter selection data from a paper 
ballot or ballot card. [145] 
See Also: optical scan and voter-facing scanner 

Ballot secrecy A goal of voting systems to ensure that no contest selections 
can be associated with a voter.  

Blank ballot An issued ballot without any selections made.  
Synonyms: unmarked ballot  

Blank ballot delivery …making available electronic blank ballots to voters, which can 
then be printed, returned and processed in a manner directly 
akin to absentee voting. [149] 

Cast (v) The final action a voter takes in selecting contest options 
and irrevocably confirming their intent to vote as selected.  

End-to-end 
verifiability 

A voting system that uses cryptographic techniques to store an 
encrypted copy of the voter’s ballot selections while 
maintaining ballot secrecy and allows elections outcomes to be 
independently and universally verified by members of the 
public. These voting systems provide voters with a special 
receipt of their cast ballot – one that allows them to verify their 
vote was included in the outcome but does not reveal to 
anyone how they voted. (Note: the NIST Election Glossary 
[101] defined as cryptographic end-to-end (E2E) verifiable 
voting systems) 

Curbside voting When a voter cannot enter a polling place, in some jurisdictions 
election officials are authorized to assist a voter with voting and 
casting a ballot outside of the polling place. [145] 

Cure The process of fixing an error or providing information to an 
elections office when your ballot has originally been rejected for 
counting. [145] 

Cybersecurity Measures taken to protect computer systems and data from 
attack and unauthorized access or use.  

Disability The term “disability” means, with respect to an individual. 
(A) a physical or mental impairment that substantially 
limits one or more major life activities of such individual; 
(B) a record of such an impairment; or 
(C) being regarded as having such an impairment  
 
[5][6] 
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Term Definition 
Digital signature A cryptographic operation where a private key is used to 

digitally sign an electronic document and the associated public 
key is used to verify the signature. Digital signatures provide 
data authentication and integrity protection.  

Early voting Voting that occurs prior to election day under the supervision of 
election workers.  
Synonyms: in-person absentee voting 

Election official Any person who is involved with administering or conducting an 
election, including government personnel and temporary 
election workers. This may include any county clerk and 
recorder, election judge, member of a canvassing board, 
central election official, election day worker, member of a board 
of county commissioners, member or secretary of a board of 
directors authorized to conduct public elections, representative 
of a governing body, or other person engaged in the 
performance of election duties as required by the election code. 

Electronic ballot 
delivery 

The delivery of ballot and voter information packets 
electronically. The MOVE Act requires each state to provide for 
the electronic delivery (via fax, email, or an Internet-supported 
application) of ballots and related information from the local 
election office to the registered UOCAVA voter. 

Electronic ballot 
return 

The return of a voted ballot or voter information packet using 
electronic means. This can be by fax, email, or through the use 
of an Internet supported application. Sometimes referred to as 
“internet voting.”  

In-person voting Voting that occurs in an official location under the supervision 
of election workers. 

Independently Without assistance from an election worker or other person.  
No excuse absentee 
voting 

A term used when any registered voter can request an 
absentee ballot, without restrictions. [145] 

Optical scan Voting system that tabulates votes marked in contest option 
positions or contained with a barcode on the surface of a paper 
ballot. [101] 
See Also: ballot scanner and voter-facing scanner. 

Paper ballot A single piece of paper that forms part of a paper ballot. Paper 
ballots may contain multiple sheets. 

Personal assistive 
technology 

Assistive technology belonging to voters rather than any 
supplied with the voting system. (Note: VVSG 2.0 [14] defined 
as “personal assistive device” for in-person voting) 

Plain language Writing that is clear, concise, well-organized, and follows other 
best practices appropriate to the subject or field and intended 
audience. 
Synonyms: plain writing, plain English [147].  

Poll worker Any person who interacts with those coming to vote. This 
includes any poll worker, election day worker, early voting 
worker, or other temporary staff engaged in supporting the 

https://pages.nist.gov/ElectionGlossary/#cast-ballot
https://pages.nist.gov/ElectionGlossary/#voter
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Term Definition 
voting or vote counting process. (Note: VVSG 2.0 [14] defined 
as “election worker” rather than poll worker.) 

Polling place Location at which voters may cast in-person ballots under the 
supervision of election workers during one or more specific 
time periods. 
Synonyms: poll, polling station 

Print Disability 1) A person who is unable to read or use regular print 
materials as a result of temporary or permanent visual or 
physical limitations… this includes those who are blind or 
have a visual or physical disability that prevents them 
from reading or handling print materials. [150] 

  
2)  A person who cannot effectively read print because of a 

visual, physical, perceptual, developmental, cognitive, or 
learning disability. [24] 
 

Privacy (for voters) A property of a voting system that is designed and deployed to 
enable voters to obtain a ballot, and mark, verify, and cast it 
without revealing their ballot selections or selections of 
language, display and interaction modes to anyone else. This 
does not preclude the ability of a voter to request assistance. 
Author’s Notes: Section 208 (codified at 52 U.S.C. 10508 
[153]) of the Voting Rights Act [10] provides for voters who need 
assistance to vote by reason of blindness, disability, or inability 
to read or write. Any such voter may be given assistance by a 
person of the voter's choice, other than the voter's employer or 
agent of the employer or officer or agent of the voter's union. 
Privacy, as defined in the context of a voting system, focuses 
on the personal experience of voting, while ballot secrecy is a 
system-wide outcome of the election technology, policies and 
procedures. Once the ballot is cast, the voting system is 
obligated to continue to preserve the anonymity of the votes 
and ballot secrecy. See Also: ballot secrecy. 

Protection and 
Advocacy systems 

… work at the state level to protect individuals with disabilities 
by empowering them and advocating on their behalf.  
…provide legal support to traditionally unserved or underserved 
populations to help them navigate the legal system to achieve 
resolution and encourage systems change. P&As ensure that 
individuals with disabilities are able to exercise their rights to 
make choices, contribute to society, and live independently. 
[64] Author’s Note: In many states, these offices are called 
Disability Rights “State”, where the “State” is replaced by the 
name of the state. These are federally funded organizations.  

Remote Accessible 
Vote by Mail 
(RAVBM) 

A Remote Accessible Vote by Mail (RAVBM) system allows 
voters to mark their selection (on paper) using their own 
compatible technology to vote independently and privately in 
the comfort of their own home. [84] 
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Term Definition 
Tabulate Process of totaling votes.  

Synonyms: count  
Universal design The design and composition of an environment so that it can be 

accessed, understood, and used to the greatest extent possible 
by all people, regardless of their age, size, ability or disability. 
[151] 

User-centered 
design 

Human-centered design, also referred to as “user-centered 
design,” is a methodology that incorporates feedback from the 
people for whom you are designing throughout the design 
process. The goal of human-centered design is to end up with a 
solution that is tailored to meet people’s needs, with little 
wasted effort and reduced risk. [152] 

Usability Effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction with which a specified 
set of users can achieve a specified set of tasks in a particular 
environment. Usability in the context of voting refers to voters 
being able to cast valid votes as they intended quickly, without 
errors, and with confidence that their contest selections were 
recorded correctly. It also refers to the usability of the setup 
and operation of voting equipment in the polling place. 

Vote-by-mail Method of voting by which eligible voters are mailed ballots and 
information packets by the local election jurisdiction. Voters 
may be able to return their marked ballots by mail, bring them 
to an election office, or drop them off in secure drop boxes. 
Synonyms: VBM, all-mail voting, mail voting, postal voting 
Author’s Note: Although traditional vote-by-mail involves 
receiving a blank paper ballot by mail, parts of this process can 
be done electronically in some states. See definition for Remote 
Accessible Vote by Mail (RAVBM). 

Vote center A physical location where voters from multiple precincts may 
cast their ballots. [14] 

Voter-facing scanner An electronic voting device that: 
• accepts hand-marked or BMD-produced paper 

ballots one sheet at a time; 
• is usually used for in-person voting; 
• permits election workers to open and close the polls; 
• scans a ballot and rejects it if either unreadable or un-

processable; 
• detects, interprets and validates contest selections; 
• notifies the voter of voting exceptions (such 

as undervotes or overvotes) or unreadable marks; 
• stores accepted ballots in a secure container; sorts or 

otherwise marks ballots or ballot images that need 
subsequent human review; and 

• tabulates and reports contest results after polls are 
closed.  

See Also: ballot scanner and optical scan. 
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Term Definition 
Voter guide A guide that provides additional election information such as 

the voter’s polling place and hours, information about 
candidates, questions, and instructions for voting. [145] 

Voting system Equipment (including hardware, firmware, and software), 
materials, and documentation used to: 

1. define elections and ballot styles, 
2. configure voting equipment, 
3. identify and validate voting equipment configurations, 
4. perform logic and accuracy tests, 
5. activate ballots for voters, 
6. record votes cast by voters, 
7. count votes, 
8. label ballots needing special treatment, 
9. generate reports, 
10.export election data including election results, 
11.archive election data, and 
12.and produce records in support of audits. 

Author’s Note: The accessible voting system focuses on 6.  
and the voter’s interaction with the system to mark, verify, and 
cast votes.  
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Appendix IV: List of Barriers and Recommendations 

Systemic Barriers 

• Inconsistent implementation of laws, regulations, and guidelines addressing 
accessibility for voters. 

• Gaps in accessible communication and information. 
• Inaccessibility of paper, especially for voters with print disabilities. 
• Limitations of current voting technology in prioritizing accessibility. 
• Situational challenges that create extra obstacles throughout the voting 

process. 

Systemic Recommendations 

• Create guidance to support compliance with laws, regulations, and guidelines 
for improving voter access. 

• Improve dissemination, outreach, and accessibility of voting information. 
• Provide options for accessible voting. 
• Integrate the disability community into all aspects of voting. 
• Conduct research and development to improve efficiency and effectiveness of 

accessible voting. 

Voter Registration and the National Mail Voter Registration Form 

Barriers 

• National Mail Voter Registration Form (NMVRF) challenges. 
• Online voter registration systems in many states are insufficient or do not 

exist. 
• Paper versions of state voter registration forms are not an accessible option 

for voters with print disabilities. 
• Verifying registration information may add additional complexity for voters 

with disabilities. 

Recommendations 
• Increase the use of automatic voter registration (AVR) and other methods 

where voter registration could be combined with other interactions with 
government. 

• Modernize the National Mail Voter Registration Form (NMVRF) experience. 
• Increase access and improve accessibility to online voter registration services. 

Vote-by-Mail  

Barriers 
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• Requiring an excuse for absentee voting creates increased burden for voters 
with disabilities. 

• Requesting a vote-by-mail ballot online or by mail both have accessibility 
barriers. 

• Some voters with disabilities encounter barriers reading, marking, verifying, 
and returning (casting) a paper ballot. 

• Some voters with disabilities encounter barriers packaging and signing their 
ballots or addressing witness affidavit requirements. 

• Accessible options for electronic blank ballot delivery, marking, verification, 
signing, and return are limited for voters with disabilities, especially those with 
print disabilities. 

Recommendations 
• Improve access to vote-by-mail. 
• Expand accessible electronic options for requesting, receiving, reading, and 

marking blank ballots as an alternative to paper-based vote-by-mail. 
• Continue research on accessible methods for verifying, signing, and returning 

the ballot for voters with print disabilities. 
• Increase accessibility for completing and returning paper ballots by decreasing 

physical barriers for vote-by-mail. 
• Change procedures for signature processing to support voters with disabilities. 

In-person Voting Technology  

Barriers 
• Providing only one accessible voting system in each polling place creates 

barriers to independently and privately marking, verifying, and casting a 
ballot. 

• Many existing accessible voting systems are outdated and have yet to be 
updated to meet current standards for accessibility. 

• Ballots may be poorly designed for the technology and complicated to 
understand. 

• Many voters with disabilities are unable to independently and privately verify 
or cast the paper ballot. 

Recommendations 
• Certify accessible voting systems to Voluntary Voting System Guidelines 

(VVSG) 2.0. 
• Provide enough up-to-date and functioning accessible voting systems based 

on community needs. 
• Improve ballot design to support accessibility. 
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• Continue to improve accessible voting systems, especially for verifying and 
casting a paper ballot. 

Polling Locations  

Barriers 
• Some voters with disabilities encounter barriers when getting to or from 

polling locations or navigating the venue. 
• While inside the polling location, some voters with disabilities encounter an 

additional set of barriers that make the act of casting their ballot inaccessible 
or difficult. 

• For jurisdictions that offer it as an option, curbside voting may provide an 
alternative to barriers for some voters with disabilities, but there are still 
aspects that need to be addressed. 

Recommendations 
• Select polling locations that are compliant with the Americans with Disabilities 

Act (ADA) and have accessible transportation and paths.  
• Set up polling locations with adequate and available accessible equipment. 
• In addition to providing accessible polling places, offer curbside voting as an 

option. 
• Continue to collect feedback and conduct research on accessibility within 

polling locations. 

Poll Worker Training  

Barriers 
• Training may not provide poll workers with sufficient knowledge of the needs 

and rights of voters with disabilities. 
• Poll worker training may not adequately prepare poll workers to set up and 

use accessible voting systems. 
• Poll workers may unintentionally serve as gatekeepers to the voting process, 

especially to using accessible voting systems. 

Recommendations 
• Provide training and tools for turning on, setting up, and troubleshooting 

accessible voting systems. 
• Provide resources to poll workers on election day to remind them of proper 

instructions for interacting with voters with disabilities and accessible voting. 
• Require information about accessibility and the needs and rights of voters with 

disabilities in poll worker training to increase awareness and knowledge of 
those needs and rights. 
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Appendix VII: The Assignment and Approach 
 
EXECUTIVE ORDER 14019, PROMOTING ACCESS TO VOTING  
Among its objectives, the EO aims to “to protect and promote the exercise of the right to 
vote, eliminate discrimination and other barriers to voting, and expand access to voter 
registration and accurate election information.” 
 
The EO specifies in: “Sec. 7. Ensuring Equal Access for Voters with Disabilities. Within 270 days 
of the date of this order, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) within the 
Department of Commerce shall evaluate the steps needed to ensure that the online Federal 
Voter Registration Form is accessible to people with disabilities. During that period, NIST, in 
consultation with the Department of Justice, the Election Assistance Commission, and other 
agencies, as appropriate, shall also analyze barriers to private and independent voting for 
people with disabilities, including access to voter registration, voting technology, voting by mail, 
polling locations, and poll worker training. By the end of the 270-day period, NIST shall publish 
recommendations regarding both the Federal Voter Registration Form and the other barriers it 
has identified.” 
 
THE PROCESS NIST USED TO DEVELOP THIS REPORT 
NIST reached out widely to solicit input on barriers to private and independent voting for people 
with disabilities. To develop this report, NIST: 

 
• Collected 433 publications, which include relevant news articles, reports, and studies, 

and performed a literature review to get an overview of recent issues, efforts, and 
recommendations. 

• Published a Request for Information in the Federal Register that resulted in 171 
relevant responses. See Appendix VIII for the Text of the Request for Information. 

• Contacted members of other federal agencies including but not limited to, the 
Department of Justice (DOJ), Election Assistance Commission (EAC), General Services 
Administration (GSA), Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and the U.S. Access 
Board. 

• Contacted members of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) including but not 
limited to, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), National Council on Independent 
Living, National Disability Rights Network, National Federation of the Blind, and 
Paralyzed Veterans of America. 

• Briefed federal agencies on comments received in response to the RFI. 
• Shared a preliminary draft of the report with federal agencies, reviewed feedback, and 

revised the draft to make necessary changes. 
• Published a Request for Comment (RFC) in the Federal Register on the draft version of 

the report for public review and comment. This resulted in 387 unique comments from 
64 different sources. See Appendix IX for the Text of the Request for Comment. 

• Revised draft report to incorporate feedback. 
• Shared a final draft with federal agencies, reviewed feedback, and revised the draft to 

make necessary changes. 
• Published report as a NIST Special Publication 

 
 
 
 
“Executive Order 14019-Promoting Access to Voting.” https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/DCPD-202100209/pdf/DCPD-
202100209.pdf

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/DCPD-202100209/pdf/DCPD-202100209.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/DCPD-202100209/pdf/DCPD-202100209.pdf
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Appendix VIII: Request for Information 
 

Billing Code: 3510-13-P 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
National Institute of Standards and Technology Docket Number: [210608-0123] 
Promoting Access to Voting 
 
AGENCY: National Institute of Standards and Technology, U.S. Department of Commerce. 
ACTION: Notice; Request for Information (RFI) 
SUMMARY: Based on the requirements of E.O. 14019, Promoting Access to Voting, the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is seeking information about barriers to private and 
independent voting for people with disabilities. NIST, in consultation with the Department of Justice, 
the Election Assistance Commission, and other agencies, as appropriate, will analyze barriers, 
including access to voter registration, voting technology, voting by mail, polling locations, and poll 
worker training. Responses to this Request for Information (RFI) will inform NIST's development of 
recommendations. 
DATES: Comments must be received by 5:00 p.m. Eastern time on July 16, 2021. 
ADDRESSES: Comments may be submitted by any of the following methods:       
Electronic submission: Submit electronic public comments via the Federal e-Rulemaking Portal. 

1. Go to www.regulations.gov and enter NIST-2021-0003 in the search field, 
2. Click the ``Comment Now!'' icon, complete the required fields, and 
 3. Enter or attach your comments. 

Email: Comments in electronic form may also be sent to pva-eo@list.nist.gov in any of the 
following formats: HTML; ASCII; Word; RTF; or PDF.  Please submit comments only and include 
your name, organization's name (if any), and cite ``Promoting Access to Voting'' in all 
correspondence. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For questions about this RFI contact: Kevin 
Mangold, NIST, at (301) 975-5628, or email Kevin.Mangold@nist.gov. Please direct media inquiries 
to NIST's Office of Public Affairs at (301) 975-2762. Users of telecommunication devices for the 
deaf, or a text telephone, may call the Federal Relay Service, toll free at 1-800-877-8339. 
 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: As stated in Executive Order 14019, Promoting Access to 
Voting, the right to vote is the foundation of American democracy. Under section 7 of Executive Order 
14019, (Ensuring Equal Access for Voters with Disabilities), NIST is directed to evaluate the steps needed 
to ensure that the online Federal Voter Registration Form is accessible to people with disabilities. Exec. 
Order No. 14019, Promoting Access to Voting, 86 FR 13623 (Mar. 7, 2021). 
 
Alicia Chambers, NIST Executive Secretariat. 
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/03/10/2021-05087/promoting-access-to-voting
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/03/10/2021-05087/promoting-access-to-voting
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/03/10/2021-05087/promoting-access-to-voting
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/03/10/2021-05087/promoting-access-to-voting
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Appendix IX: Request for Public Comments 
 

Billing Code: 3510-13-P 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
National Institute of Standards and Technology Docket Number: 211013-0207  
 

Draft of Promoting Access to Voting: Recommendations for Addressing Barriers to Private 
and Independent Voting for People with Disabilities 
 
AGENCY: National Institute of Standards and Technology, U.S. Department of Commerce.  
ACTION: Notice; Request for public comments 
 
SUMMARY: The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) requests public 
comments on the Draft Promoting Access to Voting: Recommendations for Addressing Barriers to 
Private and Independent Voting for People with Disabilities Document (Draft). The Draft was 
developed by NIST using information collected through the Request for Information (RFI) that was 
published in the Federal Register on June 16, 2021; review of reports, papers and other literature; 
and engagement with stakeholder organizations and election officials. The Draft was developed in 
response to NIST responsibilities set forth in Executive Order (E.O.) 14019, Promoting Access to 
Voting. Under section 7 of the E.O., Ensuring Equal Access for Voters with Disabilities, NIST is 
directed to evaluate the steps needed to ensure that the online Federal Voter Registration Form is 
accessible to people with disabilities and to analyze barriers to private and independent voting for 
people with disabilities and make recommendations to remove these barriers. The Draft is posted on 
the Federal eRulemaking Portal at https://www.regulations.gov as well as the NIST website 
at: https://www.nist.gov/itl/voting. The use of the eRulemakng Portal does not imply that the Draft is 
a regulation, nor mandatory guidance for federal agencies. 
 
DATES: Comments must be received by 5:00 p.m. Eastern time on November 22, 2021. Written 
comments in response to this request for public comment should be submitted according to the 
instructions in the ADDRESSES and SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION sections below. 
Submissions received after that date may not be considered. 
 
ADDRESSES: Comments may be submitted by any of the following methods: 
 
Electronic submission: Submit electronic public comments via the Federal e-Rulemaking Portal. 
 

1. Go to www.regulations.gov and enter NIST-XXX-XXX in the search field, 
2. Click the “Comment Now!” icon, complete the required fields, and 
3. Enter or attach your comments. 

 
Email: Comments in electronic form may also be sent to pva-eo@list.nist.gov in any of the 
following formats: HTML; ASCII; Word; RTF; or PDF. Please submit comments only and include 
your name, organization's name (if any), and cite “Promoting Access to Voting” in all 
correspondence. 

 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For questions about this request for public 
comment contact: Kevin Mangold, NIST, at (301) 975-5628, or 
email Kevin.Mangold@nist.gov. Please direct media inquiries to NIST's Office of Public Affairs at 

https://www.regulations.gov/
https://www.nist.gov/itl/voting
http://www.regulations.gov/
mailto:pva-eo@list.nist.gov
mailto:Kevin.Mangold@nist.gov
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(301) 975-2762. Users of telecommunication devices for the deaf, or a text telephone, may call the 
Federal Relay Service, toll free at 1-800-877-8339. 

 
Accessible Format: On request to the program contact person listed under FOR FURTHER 
INFORMATION CONTACT , NIST will make the Draft available in alternate formats, such as 
Braille or large print, upon request by persons with disabilities. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: As stated in Executive Order 14019, Promoting Access to Voting, 
[6] the right to vote is the foundation of American democracy. Under section 7 of Executive Order 
14019, (Ensuring Equal Access for Voters with Disabilities), NIST is directed to evaluate the steps needed to 
ensure that the online Federal Voter Registration Form is accessible to people with disabilities and identify 
barriers to private and independent voting for people with disabilities and make recommendations to remove 
these barriers. NIST is seeking public comment on the Draft Promoting Access to Voting: Recommendations 
for Addressing Barriers to Private and Independent Voting for People with Disabilities document. The Draft 
was developed by NIST using information collected through the Request for Information (RFI) that was 
published in the Federal Register on June 16, 2021, review of reports, papers and other literature, and 
engagement with stakeholder organizations and election officials. 
 
Request for Comment 
 
NIST seeks public comments on the draft Promoting Access to Voting: Recommendations for Addressing 
Barriers to Private and Independent Voting for People with Disabilities document and the draft 
recommendations contained in it regarding both the Federal Voter Registration Form as well as the barriers it 
has identified that prevent people with disabilities from exercising their fundamental rights and the ability to 
vote privately and independently. NIST is seeking comment from persons with disabilities, disability 
advocacy groups, assistive technology vendors and professionals, non-partisan voting promotion groups, 
voting technology vendors, election officials and other key stakeholders. 
 
The Draft is available electronically from the NIST website at: https://www.nist.gov/itl/voting as well 
as www.regulations.gov. A comment template is available at: https://www.nist.gov/itl/voting. Use of the 
comment template is suggested but not required. Interested parties should submit comments in accordance 
with the DATES and ADDRESSES section of this notice. 
 
Comments containing references, studies, research, and other empirical data that are not widely published 
should include copies of the referenced materials. All submissions, including attachments and other 
supporting materials, will become part of the public record and subject to public disclosure. NIST reserves 
the right to publish relevant comments publicly, unedited and in their entirety. All relevant comments 
received will be made publicly available at https://www.nist.gov/itl/voting and regulations.gov . 
 
Personally identifiable information (PII), such as street addresses, phone numbers, account numbers or Social 
Security numbers, or names of other individuals, should not be included. NIST asks commenters to avoid 
including PII as NIST has no plans to redact PII from comments. Do not submit confidential business 
information, or otherwise sensitive or protected information. Comments that contain profanity, vulgarity, 
threats, or other inappropriate language or content will not be considered. NIST requests that commenters, to 
the best of their ability, only submit attachments that are accessible to people who rely upon assistive 
technology. A good resource for document accessibility can be found at: section508.gov/create/documents. 
 
Authority: Exec. Order No. 14019, Promoting Access to Voting, 86 FR 13623 (Mar. 07, 2021). 
Alicia Chambers, 
NIST Executive Secretariat. 

 
6 Exec. Order No. 14019, Promoting Access to Voting, 86 FR 13623 (Mar. 07, 2021) 

https://www.federalregister.gov/executive-order/14019
https://www.federalregister.gov/executive-order/14019
https://www.federalregister.gov/executive-order/14019
https://www.nist.gov/itl/voting
http://www.regulations.gov/
https://www.nist.gov/itl/voting
https://www.nist.gov/itl/voting
https://www.federalregister.gov/citation/86-FR-13623
https://www.federalregister.gov/citation/86-FR-13623
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